The invention provides a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll (24,36) and a top and a bottom work roll (28,32), comprising the steps of:
giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a housing of the strip rolling mill;
measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip mill housing via load cells (10c, 10d) for measuring a rolling load;
giving a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, to the housing of the strip rolling mill by giving an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and measuring the load cell load.
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Remarks:
This application was filed on 01 - 12 - 2006 as a divisional application to the application mentioned under INID code 62.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a strip rolling mill calibration method for rolling a strip made of a metal such as steel, and also relates to a device therefor.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] In the case of rolling a metal strip, it is important that the ratio of the elongation, of a workpiece to be rolled, on the work side and on the drive side are made to be equal to each other. When the ratio of elongation on the work side and that on the drive side are different from each other, a defect, such as a camber, and a failure in the dimensional accuracy, such as wedge-shaped strip thickness occur. Further, problems may be caused when a strip is rolled. For example, (lateral) traveling or trail crash of a workpiece to be rolled may be caused in the process of threading.

[0003] In order to make the ratio of elongation of the workpiece to be rolled on the work side to be the same as that on the drive side, a difference between a roll position of reduction of a rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side is adjusted, that is, leveling is adjusted. Leveling is usually adjusted by an operator in such a manner that he observes and adjusts leveling carefully when roll positioning devices are set before the start of rolling and also when roll positioning devices are set in the process of rolling. However, it is impossible to completely solve the above problems of defective quality such as camber and wedge-shaped strip thickness, and also it is impossible to completely solve the above problems of threading, such as (lateral) traveling and pinching, of a trailing end of a workpiece to be rolled.

[0004] Japanese Examined Patent Publication No. 58-51771 discloses a technique in which leveling is adjusted according to a ratio of a difference between a load cell load of a rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side, to the sum of the load cell load of the rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side. However, the difference between the load cell load of the rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side includes various disturbances in addition to an influence caused by (lateral) traveling of the workpiece to be rolled. Accordingly, when control is conducted according to the ratio of the difference between the work side load and the drive side load, there is a possibility that (lateral) traveling is facilitated by the control.

[0005] Further, Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication 59-191510 discloses a technique in which leveling is adjusted when a slippage of a piece of a work to be rolled is directly detected on the entry side of a rolling mill, that is, when a quantity of (lateral) traveling is directly detected on the entry side of a rolling mill. However, in the case of rolling a long workpiece or in the case of tandem-rolling, even if leveling is not adjusted appropriately, (lateral) traveling is not caused in many cases because of the weight of the workpiece to be rolled on the upstream side of the rolling mill and also because of a condition of restriction of the workpiece by the rolling mill on the upstream side. Therefore, according to the above methods disclosed in the Patent Publications, in the case of rolling a long workpiece or in the case of tandem-rolling, it is impossible to detect a quantity of (lateral) traveling although leveling is not adjusted appropriately. For the above reasons, it is impossible to use any of the above methods as the most appropriate method of controlling the leveling.

[0006] Further, for example, according to the method in which a quantity of (lateral) traveling is detected on the delivery side of a rolling mill, the detected value includes: a difference between the delivery speed of a workpiece on the work side and that on the drive side; and a displacement of the workpiece to be rolled in the width direction which already exists in the workpiece to be rolled on the delivery side of the rolling mill because of camber of the workpiece. For the above reasons, it is impossible to use the quantity of (lateral) traveling, which is measured, for optimizing control of leveling so that a ratio of elongation of the workpiece, which is in the roll bite of the rolling mill when the quality of traveling is measured, on the work side, and a ratio of elongation of the workpiece on the drive side, can be made to be equal to each other.

[0007] When a quantity of (lateral) traveling is directly measured by the above methods, it is impossible to optimize leveling only by these methods. Further, according to the above methods, a phenomenon occurring in the roll bite is not directly measured. Therefore, the methods tend to be affected by disturbance, and furthermore a delay is caused in the control of leveling, which is an essential defect of the methods.

[0008] On the other hand, a difference between a rolling load on the work side and that on the drive side transmits information of asymmetry with respect to the work and the drive side without delay. Therefore, this difference between the rolling load on the work side and that on the drive side can be the most important information for optimized control of leveling. However as described above, the difference between the rolling load on the work side and that on the drive side detected by the load cell includes not only a quantity of (lateral) traveling of the workpiece to be rolled but also various disturbance. Therefore, it is necessary to specify the disturbance and accurately estimate the difference between the rolling on the work side and that on the drive side.

[0009] As a result of a close investigation and analysis, the present inventors found the following. The difference
between the rolling load measured by the load cell of the rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side includes not only asymmetry of the rolling load distribution between the work rolls with respect to the mill center, but also thrust acting in the axial direction of the roll axis between the work roll and the backup roll in the case of a four rolling mill, and also between the work roll and the intermediate roll and also between the intermediate roll and the backup roll in the case of a six-high rolling mill. This thrust is the most important factor included in the difference between the rolling load on the work side and that on the drive side.

[0010] Thrust forces acting between these rolls give the rolls a redundant moment, and a difference between the rolling load on the work side and that on the drive side is changed so that the balance can be kept with respect to this moment. For the above reasons, this thrust force becomes a serious disturbance with respect to the object of determining, by the difference between the load measured by the load cells of the rolling mill on the work side and that on the drive side, asymmetry of the rolling load distribution on the work and the drive side. Further, concerning this thrust force generated between the rolls, not only the intensity of the thrust force is changed, but also the direction of the thrust force is inverted in the process of rolling. Therefore, it is very difficult to estimate the thrust force.

[0011] When the zero point adjustment of reduction of the rolling mill is conducted, rolls are tightened to a predetermined load of zero adjustment by the method of kiss-roll tightening. In this case, not only the above thrust force between the rolls but also the thrust force between the top and the bottom work roll becomes disturbed.

[0012] In the zero point adjustment of reduction, the reduction point is reset and the zero point of leveling is reset at the same time so that a load measured by the load cell on the work side and a load measured by the load cell on the drive side can be equal to a predetermined value. When the thrust force acts between the rolls at this time as described above and disturbance is included in the difference between the load measured by the load cell on the work side and the load measured by the load cell on the drive side, it becomes impossible to conduct an accurate zero point adjustment of leveling, and this error of zero point adjustment is caused at all times when leveling is conducted after that. Further, as disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 6-182418, when asymmetry of the rigidity of the rolling mill, that is, asymmetry of the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill between the work and the drive side with respect to the mill center is determined, the kiss-roll tightening test is made. Also in this case, the aforementioned thrust force generated between the rolls could be a serious error factor.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] The present invention has been accomplished to solve the above various problems.

[0014] The present invention described in claim 1 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: tightening the top and the bottom backup roll and the top and the bottom work roll by roll positioning devices under the condition that the backup rolls and the work rolls come into contact with each other; measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll which acts on all the rolls except for the backup rolls; measuring thrust counterforces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; finding one of or both of the zero point of the roll positioning devices and the deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup rolls; and conducting roll forces setting and/or roll forces control according to the thus found values when rolling is actually carried out.

[0015] The present invention described in claim 1 relates to a method of finding asymmetry of zero adjustment of reduction by tightening the kiss-roll on the work and the drive side and also finding asymmetry of the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill on the work and the drive side. When the kiss-roll tightening is conducted, thrust counterforces acting on the rolls except for the backup rolls is measured, and also roll forces of the backup roll acting on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll is measured.

[0016] In this case, the thrust counterforces is defined as follows. A thrust force is generated on a contact face of a barrel portion of each roll mainly by the existence of a minute cross angle between the rolls. While resisting a resultant force of the thrust force with respect to each roll, a force of reaction is caused so that the roll can be held at a predetermined position. This force of reaction is the aforementioned thrust counterforces. This reaction forces is usually given to a keeper strip via a roll chock, however, in the case of a rolling mill having a shift device in the axial direction of the roll, this reaction forces is given to the shift device. The roll forces of the backup roll acting on each roll fulcrum position of the top and the bottom backup roll is usually measured by a load cell. However, in the case of a rolling mill having a hydraulic roll positioning devices, it is possible to adopt a method in which the roll forces is calculated by the measured hydraulic pressure in a reduction cylinder.

[0017] When the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup roll are measured, for example, in the case of a four rolling mill, the unknowns in the forces, which relate to the equilibrium condition of force and moment acting on each roll, are the following eight items.

[0018] $T_k^T$: Thrust counterforce acting on the top backup roll chock
The present invention described in claim 2 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the above unknowns.

When all the forces relating to asymmetry on the work and the drive side with respect to the mill center are found, the deformation of the roll can be accurately calculated including asymmetry on the work and the drive side. When a quantity of contribution to the deformation of the roll is independently subtracted on the work and the drive side from a quantity of mill stretch which can be found from a relation between the tightening load in the case of kiss-roll tightening and the position of reduction, the deformation characteristic of the housings on the work and the drive side can be accurately found, and also the deformation characteristic of the reduction system can be accurately found.

In this connection, when the rolling mill is not a four mill but it is a rolling mill in which the number of the intermediate rolls is increased, each time the number of the intermediate rolls is increased by one, the number of the contact regions between the rolls is increased by one. Even in the above case, when the thrust counterforces of the intermediate roll concerned is measured, the unknowns, which have increased this time, are two, wherein one is a thrust force acting in the contact region added this time, and the other is a difference of the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side between the top and the bottom work roll. Therefore, this error is corrected at all times when the reduction is set. Alternatively, it is more practical that the zero point itself is corrected giving consideration to a quantity of the error. In any case, it is necessary to measure the thrust counterforces of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll and the thrust counterforces of the rolls except for the backup roll, and it is necessary to estimate a difference between the distribution of the linear load on the work side and that on the drive side. If any of the above measured values is missing, the number of the above unknowns is not less than eight. Therefore, it becomes impossible to estimate a difference of the distribution of the linear load of the rolls between the work and the drive side.

In the present invention, the zero point position of the roll positioning device is shifted from a position, at which the work and the drive side are equally reduced in the case where no thrust is generated between the rolls, by a difference of flattening of the roll between the work and the drive side which is caused by the linear distribution of the load acting between the rolls. Therefore, this error is corrected at all times when the reduction is set. Alternatively, it is more practical that the zero point itself is corrected giving consideration to a quantity of the error. In any case, it is necessary to measure the thrust counterforces of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll and the thrust counterforces of the rolls except for the backup roll, and it is necessary to estimate a difference between the distribution of the linear load on the work side and that on the drive side. If any of the above measured values is missing, the number of the above unknowns is not less than eight. Therefore, it becomes impossible to estimate a difference of the distribution of the linear load of the rolls between the work and the drive side.

The equations to be applied so as to find the above eight unknowns are four equations of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of each roll and four equations of equilibrium condition of the moment of each roll. That is, the number of the equations is eight in total. In this connection, it is assumed that the equation of condition of equilibrium of the force of each roll in the vertical direction is already been considered, and the unknowns relating to the equation of condition of equilibrium of the force of each roll in the vertical direction are removed. When the equation of condition of equilibrium of the force and moment of each roll is solved with respect to the eight unknowns, it is possible to find all the above unknowns.

When all the forces relating to asymmetry on the work and the drive side with respect to the mill center are found, the deformation of the roll can be accurately calculated including asymmetry on the work and the drive side. When a quantity of contribution to the deformation of the roll is independently subtracted on the work and the drive side from a quantity of mill stretch which can be found from a relation between the tightening load in the case of kiss-roll tightening and the position of reduction, the deformation characteristic of the housings on the work and the drive side can be accurately found, and also the deformation characteristic of the reduction system can be accurately found.

The present invention described in claim 2 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the above unknowns.

In the present invention, the zero point position of the roll positioning device is shifted from a position, at which the work and the drive side are equally reduced in the case where no thrust is generated between the rolls, by a difference of flattening of the roll between the work and the drive side which is caused by the linear distribution of the load acting between the rolls. Therefore, this error is corrected at all times when the reduction is set. Alternatively, it is more practical that the zero point itself is corrected giving consideration to a quantity of the error. In any case, it is necessary to measure the thrust counterforces of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll and the thrust counterforces of the rolls except for the backup roll, and it is necessary to estimate a difference between the distribution of the linear load on the work side and that on the drive side. If any of the above measured values is missing, the number of the above unknowns is not less than eight. Therefore, it becomes impossible to estimate a difference of the distribution of the linear load of the rolls between the work and the drive side.

The present invention described in claim 2 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the above unknowns.

In this connection, when the rolling mill is not a four mill but it is a rolling mill in which the number of the intermediate rolls is increased, each time the number of the intermediate rolls is increased by one, the number of the contact regions between the rolls is increased by one. Even in the above case, when the thrust counterforces of the intermediate roll concerned is measured, the unknowns, which have increased this time, are two, wherein one is a thrust force acting in the contact region added this time, and the other is a difference of the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side between the top and the bottom work roll. Therefore, this error is corrected at all times when the reduction is set. Alternatively, it is more practical that the zero point itself is corrected giving consideration to a quantity of the error. In any case, it is necessary to measure the thrust counterforces of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll and the thrust counterforces of the rolls except for the backup roll, and it is necessary to estimate a difference between the distribution of the linear load on the work side and that on the drive side. If any of the above measured values is missing, the number of the above unknowns is not less than eight. Therefore, it becomes impossible to estimate a difference of the distribution of the linear load of the rolls between the work and the drive side.

The present invention described in claim 2 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the above unknowns.
the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll in the top and the bottom backup roll on the side of measuring the thrust counterforces; calculating a target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup roll; and controlling a roll forces according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill. [0033] The present invention described in claim 3 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll in the top and the bottom backup roll on the side of measuring the thrust counterforces; calculating asymmetry of the distribution of a load, which acts between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the rolling mill center while consideration is given to a at least thrust force acting between the backup roll and a roll in contact with the backup roll; calculating a target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill according to the result of the calculation; and controlling reduction according to the target increments of roll positioning devices.

[0034] The present invention described in claims 2 and 3 relates to a strip rolling method in which leveling control is accurately conducted in the process of rolling according to the measured value of the roll forces of rolling. For example, in the case of a common four rolling mill, when the thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting on the top work roll and the roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top back up roll are measured, unknowns of the forces relating to the equation of condition of equilibrium of the force and the moment acting on the top work roll and the top backup roll in the axial direction of the roll are the following four items. [0035] \( T_{WB} \): Thrust force acting on a top backup roll chock

[0036] \( T_{WB^T} \): Thrust force acting on a top work roll and a top backup roll

[0037] \( p_{WB^T} \): Difference of the linear load distribution of a top work roll and a top backup roll between the work and the drive side

[0038] \( p_{WB^D} \): Difference of the linear load distribution of a workpiece to be rolled and a work roll between the work and the drive side

[0039] In the above unknowns, a thrust force acting on a workpiece to be rolled and a work roll is not included. The reason is described as follows.

[0040] Thrust counterforces between the rolls is generated by the contact of elastic bodies, and the circumferential speed of one roll is substantially the same as the circumferential speed of the other roll on the contact surface. Therefore, when a component of the circumferential speed vector in the axial direction of one roll does not coincide with a component of the circumferential speed vector in the axial direction of the other roll by the generation of a minute cross angle between the rolls, a vector of the frictional force is directed in the axial direction of the roll. For example, even in the case of a minute cross angle of 0.2°, a ratio of the thrust force in the axial direction of the roll to the rolling load becomes about 30% which is approximately the same as the coefficient of friction.

[0041] On the other hand, in the case of a thrust force acting between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, since a speed of the workpiece to be rolled does not coincide with the circumferential speed of the work roll at positions except for the neutral point in the roll bite, even if a cross angle of about 1° is given in the same manner as that of a roll cross mill, a direction of the vector of the frictional force does not coincide with the axial direction of the roll. For the above reasons, a thrust force, which is obtained when a component of the vector of the frictional force in the roll bite in the axial direction of the roll is integrated, is far lower than the coefficient of friction, that is, the thrust force is about 5%. Accordingly, in the case of a common rolling mill in which the work roll is not positively crossed, a cross angle caused by a clearance between the roll chock and the housing window is usually not more than 0.1°. Therefore, it is possible to neglect the thrust force generated between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll.

[0042] Equations capable of being utilized for finding the above four unknowns are two equations of equilibrium conditions of the forces of the work roll and the backup roll in the axial direction of the roll, and two equations of equilibrium conditions of the moment of the work and the backup roll. That is, equations capable of being utilized for finding the above four unknowns are four in total. When the above equations are solved as simultaneous equations, it is possible to find all the unknowns. When the above unknowns are found, it is possible to accurately calculate deformation of the top roll system including asymmetrical deformation on the work and the drive side.

[0043] Concerning the bottom roll system, the difference of the linear load distribution of the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll between the work and the drive side has already been found. According to the condition of equilibrium of the force acting on the workpiece, the above difference is the same with respect to the top and the bottom roll system. Therefore, when the difference of the linear load distribution of the bottom work roll and the bottom backup roll on the work and the drive side is found, it is possible to calculate deformation of the bottom roll system including asymmetrical deformation on the work and the drive side.
Equations capable solving the above problems are two equations of equilibrium conditions of the forces of the bottom work roll and the bottom backup roll in the axial direction of the roll, and two equations of equilibrium conditions of the moment of the bottom work and the bottom backup roll. That is, the number of equations is four in total. For example, when neither the force of reaction of the bottom roll system nor the force of reaction of the backup roll can be measured, the unknowns relating to the above equation system are the following five items.

- $T_{WB}^B$: Thrust counterforce acting on a bottom work roll chock
- $T_{WB}B$: Thrust force acting on a bottom work roll and a bottom backup roll
- $T_{WB}^B$: Thrust counterforce acting on a bottom work roll chock
- $p_{WB}B^B$: Difference of the linear load distribution of a bottom work roll and a bottom backup roll between the work and the drive side

In the case of a rolling mill which is completely maintained, in the above unknowns, thrust force $T_{WB}B$ acting on the bottom work roll and the bottom backup roll is negligibly small. In this case, when $T_{WB}B = 0$, all the residual unknowns can be found. Even if the above condition is not established, when at least one of the above unknowns is already known or actually measured, it is possible to find all the residual unknowns. Preferably, when it is possible to measure the difference of the thrust counterforces of the bottom work roll and the bottom backup roll between the work and the drive side, the number of unknowns becomes smaller than the number of equations. Therefore, when the solution of least squares is found, it becomes possible to conduct more accurate calculation.

When the above unknowns are found, it becomes possible to accurately calculate deformation of the bottom roll system including asymmetry on the work and the drive side. When the deformation of the rolls of the top and bottom roll system is totaled and the deformation of the housing and reduction system, which is calculated as a function of the roll forces of the backup roll, is superimposed on the above deformation and consideration is given to the present roll forces, it becomes possible to accurately calculate asymmetry of the gap of the top and the bottom work roll between the work and the drive side. In this way, it is possible to calculate a wedge-shaped thickness generated as a result of deformation of the rolling mill. After the completion of the above preparation, from the viewpoint of controlling (lateral) traveling or camber, in order to accomplish a target value of the wedge-shaped thickness, it becomes possible to calculate a quantity of operation of the roll forces, especially it becomes possible to calculate a target value of a quantity of operation of leveling. Therefore, roll forces control may be conducted according to the above target values. In this connection, even if the top roll and the bottom roll system are changed with each other, of course, the present invention can be applied in the same manner.

In the above explanations, concerning the asymmetry of the linear load distribution of a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, only a difference between the work and the drive side is considered. However, concerning the asymmetry of the linear load distribution in the axial direction of the roll, not only the above asymmetry of the linear load, but also a phenomenon in which a workpiece to be rolled is threading at a position different from the rolling mill center can be considered. In the present invention, a distance from the center of the workpiece to be rolled to the rolling mill center is referred to as a quantity of off-center. Concerning the quantity of off-center, it is essential that the quantity of off-center is restricted to be in a predetermined range by a side guide arranged on the entry side of the rolling mill. In the case where the quantity of off-center is too large even if it is restricted by the side guide, for example, it is preferable to estimate the quantity of off-center by a measured value which has been measured by a sensor to detect (lateral) traveling arranged on the entry or delivery side of the rolling mill. In the case where it is impossible to arrange the above sensor and an unnegligibly large quantity of off-center is caused, for example, the following method may be adopted.

It is impossible to separate and extract the following two unknowns by the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment of the work rolled. In this case, one unknown is a quantity of off-center, and the other unknown is a difference of the linear load distribution of the workpiece to be roll and the work roll between the work and the drive side. Therefore, a target value of the quantity of operation of leveling is calculated in the following two cases. One is a case in which the quantity of off-center is zero and only the difference of the linear load between the work and the drive side is an unknown, and the other is a case in which the difference between the linear load on the work side and that on the drive side is zero and the quantity of off-center is an unknown. For example, a target value of actual leveling operation is determined by a weighted mean obtained from the results of both calculations. In this case, weighting is conducted in such a manner that weighting is appropriately adjusted while an operator is observing the circumstances of rolling. In general, weight is given to a side on which a quantity of operation of leveling is small, or a value on a side on which a quantity of operation is small is adopted. Further, a tuning factor, which is usually not more than 1.0, is multiplied with this so that a control output can be obtained.

In this connection, when the rolling mill is not a four mill but it is a rolling mill in which the number of the intermediate rolls is increased, each time the number of the intermediate rolls is increased by one, the number of the contact regions between the rolls is increased by one. Even in the above case, when the thrust counterforces of the intermediate roll concerned is measured, the unknowns, which have increased this time, are two, wherein one is a thrust...
force acting in the contact region added this time, and the other is a difference of the distribution of the linear load on the work and the drive side. On the other hand, the number of the available equations increases by two, wherein one is an equation of condition of equilibrium of the force in the axial direction of the intermediate roll, and the other is an equation of the condition of equilibrium of the moment. When these equations are formed into simultaneous equations together with other equations relating to other rolls, it is possible to find all the solutions. As described above, in the cases of a multi-roll rolling mill of not less than four rolls, when the thrust counterforces of all the rolls at least except for the backup rolls is measured, it is possible to find all the unknowns including a difference of the distribution of the linear load acting on the rolls between the work and the drive side. Therefore, it becomes possible to calculate the most appropriate quantity of leveling operation in the same manner as that of the four rolling mill.

**[0055]** The present invention described in claim 4 provides a strip rolling mill of multiple stages of not less than four rolls having a top and a bottom work roll and also having a top and a bottom backup roll arranged in contact with the top and the bottom work roll, the strip rolling mill comprising: a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting all the rolls except for the backup rolls; and a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll.

**[0056]** According to the strip rolling mill described in claim 4, it is possible to carry out the rolling methods of claims 1, 2 and 3. As explained above, in order to carry out the rolling methods of claims 1, 2 and 3, it is necessary to arrange a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls, and also it is necessary to arrange a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll.

**[0057]** In this case, examples of the measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll are: a detection device for detecting a load acting on a stud bolt to restrict a keeper strip which restricts a movement of the roll in the axial direction via the roll chock; a device for detecting a load given to a shifting device in the case of a rolling mill having a shifting function to shift the roll in the axial direction; and a device for directly detecting a thrust force acting on an outer race of a thrust bearing, wherein the device is attached in the roll chock.

**[0058]** An example of the measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll in the vertical direction is a load cell arranged at the roll fulcrum position. For example, in the case of a rolling mill having a hydraulic roll positioning devices, it is possible to adopt a method in which the roll forces of the backup roll is calculated from a measured value of hydraulic pressure in a reduction cylinder or in a pipe directly connected to the reduction cylinder. However, in this case, when a roll forces is quickly changed by the hydraulic cylinder, there is a possibility that a great error occurs in the measured value. Therefore, the roll forces should be temporarily kept at a predetermined position when the pressure is measured.

**[0059]** The present invention described in claim 5 provides a strip rolling mill of multiple stages of not less than four rolls having a top and a bottom work roll and also having a top and a bottom backup roll arranged in contact with the top and the bottom work roll, the strip rolling mill comprising: a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting all the rolls except for the backup rolls; a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; and a calculating device connected to the measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces and also connected to the measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup roll, calculating asymmetry of the distribution of a load, which acts between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the rolling mill center while consideration is given to a at least thrust force acting between the backup rolls and the rolls in contact with them, also calculating asymmetry of the distribution of a load acting between the top and the bottom work roll in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the rolling mill center.

**[0060]** The strip rolling mill described in claim 5 is a more specific rolling mill for executing the rolling methods of claims 1, 2 and 3. As explained before, in order to execute the rolling method of claims 1, 2 and 3, the rolling mill must include: a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls; and a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll. In addition to the above devices, the rolling mill must includes a calculating device into which the above measurement data is inputted, and the calculating device calculates asymmetry of the linear load distribution acting between the rolls and also calculates asymmetry of the thrust force, and further the calculating device calculates asymmetry of the load distribution acting between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll and also calculates asymmetry of the thrust force.

**[0061]** In this case, for the purpose of setting and controlling of the leveling, analysis of asymmetrical deformation on the work and the drive side of the roll system must be finally executed. For executing this analysis of asymmetrical deformation, it is essential to determine asymmetry of the distribution of the load in the axial direction of the roll acting between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, and also it is essential to determine asymmetry of the distribution of the load in the axial direction of the roll acting between the top and the bottom work roll with respect to the rolling mill center in the state of kiss-roll. The strip rolling mill described in claim 5 includes a calculating device into which a measured value of the thrust counterforces in the axial direction acting on the rolls except for at least the backup roll is inputted.
and also a measured value of the roll forces of the backup roll acting on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll in the vertical direction is inputted.

[0062] In this connection, in the case where thrust counterforces acting on the rolls except for the backup roll is measured, in the above measurement devices except for the measurement device of a system in which a load is given to an outer race of a thrust bearing in a roll chock, an external force for holding the roll chock in the axial direction of the roll is measured. When the above type thrust reaction forces measuring device is used, a roll balance force acting on each roll or a frictional force in the axial direction of the roll caused by a roll bending force could be a serious disturbance when a thrust reaction forces is measured. By a resultant force of the thrust forces acting on the barrel portions of the rolls, the roll concerned is a little moved in the direction of the thrust force, and an elastic deformation of the keeper strip, which fixes the roll chock in the axial direction of the roll, and the roll shifting device is induced by this small displacement. Due to the foregoing, the thrust counterforces can be measured. When the roll chock is a little displaced, a frictional force to obstruct a displacement of the roll chock is given by the roll bending device, which comes into contact with the roll chock, and also by load members of the roll balance device. In general, it is difficult to measure this frictional force itself. Therefore, this frictional force becomes a factor of disturbance of the measured thrust counterforces.

[0063] In order to solve the above problems, the rolling mills described in claims 6 to 10 are provided.

[0064] In this connection, in the explanations of the present invention and also in the claims of the present invention, in order to simplify the expression, the terminology of roll bending device includes a roll balance device, and also the terminology of a roll bending force includes a roll balance force.

[0065] The present invention described in claim 6 provides a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, a roll chock of at least one roll in the rolls having the roll bending device includes a roll chock for supporting a radial load and a roll chock for supporting thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll, and the strip rolling mill includes a device for measuring thrust counterforces acting on the roll chock for supporting thrust counterforces.

[0066] In this case, the roll chock for supporting a radial load can be composed in such a manner that the inner race of the bearing and the roll shaft are fitted to each other while a clearance is left between them or that a cylindrical roll bearing having no inner race is used. Due to the above arrangement, no thrust force is given to the roll chock for supporting a radial load. By the above arrangement, even when a roll bending force is acting, a small displacement in the axial direction of the top work roll is transmitted to only the chock for supporting thrust counterforces. Therefore, it is possible to reduce disturbance given to the measured value of thrust counterforces, that is, disturbance can be reduced negligibly small.

[0067] On the other hand, in the structure in which the chock is not separated from the bottom work roll, unlike the top work roll, when a thrust force acts on the bottom work roll, a frictional force corresponding to a roll bending force is generated between the top and the bottom work roll chock. However, since the chock of the top work roll does not support the thrust force, the top work roll chock is a little displaced in the direction of the thrust force together with the bottom work roll. Finally, thrust counterforces acting on the bottom work roll can be accurately detected via the chock of the bottom work roll.

[0068] The present invention described in claim 7 provides a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, and the roll bending device has a mechanism capable of giving an oscillation component of not less than 5 Hz to the roll bending force which has been set.

[0069] When a predetermined force is given to the roll bending force and a component of oscillation is superimposed on the roll bending force, a frictional force generated between the load members of the roll bending force and the roll chock can be greatly reduced, so that the measurement accuracy of the thrust force can be greatly enhanced. The reason is described as follows. When a thrust force acts on the work roll, the work roll is a little displaced in the axial direction of the roll, so that the thrust force can be measured. When the roll bending force is oscillated, at the moment when the roll bending force is decreased to the minimum, the work roll is displaced in the axial direction of the roll, so that the thrust force can be transmitted. When the frequency of the oscillation component to be given is less than 5 Hz, the bend of the work roll is greatly changed according to the oscillation of the roll bending force. Therefore, the crown and profile of a strip are affected by the bend of the work roll, and further the effect of decreasing the frictional force in the axial direction of the roll is reduced. For the above reasons, the frequency of the oscillation component to be given is determined to be not less than 5 Hz, and it is preferable that the frequency of the oscillation component to be given is determined to be not less than 10 Hz.

[0070] The present invention described in claim 8 provides a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, and the strip rolling mill includes a slide bearing having the degree of freedom in the axial direction of the roll arranged between the load members of the roll bending device and a roll chock in contact with the load members.

[0071] As described above, by the existence of the slide bearing, the frictional force between the load members of the roll bending force and the roll chock can be greatly reduced, and the measurement accuracy of measuring the thrust counterforces can be greatly enhanced.
[0072] The present invention described in claim 9 provides a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, the roll bending device includes load members for giving a load to a roll chock when the load members comes into contact with the roll chock, and a load transmission member, in the closed space of which liquid is enclosed, at least a portion of the closed space being covered with thin skin, the elastic deformation resistance with respect to out-of-plane deformation of which is not more than 5% of the maximum value of the roll bending force, is arranged between the load members of the roll bending device and the roll chock.

[0073] This load transmission member is disposed between the load members of the roll bending device and the roll chock with pressure. The mechanical strength of thin skin is sufficiently high so that a liquid film formed inside can not be broken. Since resistance of thin skin to the deformation of out-of-plane is not more than 5% of the maximum value of the roll bending force. Therefore, it is possible to sufficiently reduce an apparent frictional force acting from the load members of the roll bending device with respect to a small displacement of the roll chock in the axial direction. In the case where the aforementioned load transmission member is not arranged, the load members of the roll bending device and the roll chock come into solid contact with each other. Therefore, the coefficient of friction is approximately 30%. On the other hand, in the case where the load transmission member of the invention is inserted, it is possible to neglect the shearing deformation resistance of the liquid film formed inside. Accordingly, an apparent frictional force is not more than 5% of the maximum value of the roll bending force. As a result, the measurement accuracy of measuring thrust counterforces can be greatly enhanced.

[0074] The present invention described in claim 10 provides a strip rolling mill, which includes a roll shifting device, which is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, for shifting a roll in the axial direction, and the roll shifting device has a function of giving a minute oscillation, the amplitude of which is not less than 1 mm, the period of which is not more than 30 seconds, to the roll.

[0075] When the roll shifting device is given the oscillating function as described above and oscillation is actually caused by the roll shifting device, a direction of the frictional force acting between the load members of the roll bending device and the roll chock is inverted. Therefore, when the mean value of the measured shifting force is taken, that is, when the mean value of the thrust counterforces is taken, it becomes possible to accurately measure the thrust counterforces. The reason why the amplitude is not less than 1 mm is described as follows. When the amplitude is smaller than 1 mm, oscillation is absorbed by play between the roll chock and the bearing in the axial direction of the roll, and also oscillation is absorbed by deformation of the load members of the roll bending device in the axial direction of the roll. As a result, the direction of the frictional force can not be inverted even if oscillation is given. Concerning the period of oscillation, when the mean value is taken by this period, one point of data of the thrust counterforces can be obtained for the first time, and it becomes possible to conduct control of the roll forces. For the above reasons, in order to conduct a meaningful roll forces control for rolling operation, the cycle time is determined to be not more than 30 seconds.

[0076] In the rolling mills described in claims 6 to 10, problems of disturbance caused in the process of measuring the thrust counterforces are solved by the equipment technique. However, the strip rolling methods described in claims 11 to 14 solve the above problems by improvements in the rolling methods.

[0077] The present invention described in claim 11 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: tightening the top and the bottom backup roll and the top and the bottom work roll by roll positioning devices under the condition that the backup rolls and the work rolls come into contact with each other; measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll which acts on all the rolls except for the backup rolls; measuring a roll force acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chokes of the top and the bottom backup roll; setting an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device or the roll bending device, which gives a load to the roll chock to be measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balanced condition, preferably at zero; finding one of or both of the zero point of the roll positioning devices and the deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup rolls; and conducting roll forces setting and/or roll forces control according to the thus found values when rolling is actually carried out.

[0078] When the thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll is measured, the roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, is given a force by the roll balance device or the roll bending device. When this force is made to be not more than 1/2 of the roll balance force, or preferably when this force is made to be zero, it becomes possible to accurately measure the thrust counterforces, and it becomes possible to suppress a factor of disturbance with respect to the equation of equilibrium condition of moment acting on the roll. Therefore, it becomes possible to set a roll forces accurately, and also it becomes possible to control a roll forces accurately.

[0079] In this connection, the roll balance condition is defined as follows. When rolling is not conducted, a gap is formed between the top and the bottom work roll. In the above condition, the top work roll is lifted up onto the top backup roll side, and further the bottom work roll is pressed against the bottom backup roll side, that is, each chock is given a predetermined force so that no slippage is caused between the rolls. The above state is referred to as a roll balance condition.
The present invention described in claim 12 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; setting an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device or the roll bending device, which gives a load to the roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balance condition, preferably at zero; and controlling reduction according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

The present invention described in claim 13 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; setting an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device or the roll bending device, which gives a load to the roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balance condition, preferably at zero; and controlling reduction according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

The present invention described in claim 14 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; setting an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device or the roll bending device, which gives a load to the roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balance condition, preferably at zero; and controlling reduction according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

The present invention described in claim 14 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; setting an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device or the roll bending device, which gives a load to the roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balance condition, preferably at zero; and controlling reduction according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

The present invention described in claim 14 relates to a strip rolling method characterized in that: while the above rolling mill is used and a predetermined strip crown and flatness is accomplished at all times, thrust counterforces of the rolls except for the backup rolls are accurately measured, so that the most appropriate roll positions control on the work and the drive side can be conducted.

The present invention described in claim 14 provides a strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll also including a strip crown and flatness control means in addition to roll bending device, comprising the steps of: measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly; measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; calculating a strip rolling mill setting condition so that an absolute value of the roll bending force can be made to be a value not more than 1/2 of a value of the roll balance condition, preferably an absolute value of the roll bending force can be made to be zero by the strip crown and flatness control means except for the roll bending device in the process of setting calculation for obtaining a predetermined strip crown and flatness; and carrying out rolling by changing the roll bending force from the value of the roll balance condition to the setting calculation value immediately after the start of rolling according to the result of calculation.

In general, the above thrust force caused between the rolls in the top roll system is different from the thrust
force caused between the rolls in the bottom roll system, that is, the direction and intensity of the thrust force in the top roll system is different from the direction and intensity of the thrust force in the bottom roll system. The above loads which are not symmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides cannot be balanced only by the internal forces of the rolling mill housings on the work and the drive side. When an additional force is given via a foundation of the rolling mill housing and also via a member connecting the housing on the work side with that on the drive side, the above asymmetrical load can be balanced. Accordingly, in the above load condition, the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill is different from the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill to which the load is symmetrically given with respect to the upper and lower sides so that the rolling mill can be balanced only by the internal force of the housing. The above phenomenon is individually caused in the housings on the work and the drive side of the rolling mill. Therefore, a deformation of the rolling mill asymmetrical with respect to the work and the drive side is, caused by the load which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides. The above deformation has a great influence on a distribution of thickness of a workpiece to be rolled in the width direction and on a difference of the elongation ratio on the work and the drive side.

In order to realize a rolling operation in which ratios of elongation on the work and the drive side are made equal to each other, the present invention provides a strip rolling mill calibration method and a strip rolling mill calibration device by which a deformation characteristic of the rolling mill with respect to the asymmetrical load on the upper and lower sides caused by a thrust force generated between the rolls can be accurately identified.

The present invention described in claim 15 provides a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a housing of the strip rolling mill; measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip mill housing via load cells for measuring a rolling load; giving a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, to the housing of the strip rolling mill by giving an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and measuring the load cell.

In this case, the external force in the vertical direction given from the outside to the rolling mill is defined as a force, the roll forces of which is not supported by the housing of the rolling mill, that is, the external force in the vertical direction given from the outside to the rolling mill is not a roll bending force or a roll balance force, the roll forces of which is supported by the housing of the rolling mill.

Referring to Fig. 27 in which a four rolling mill is shown, when the rolling mill is driven, a thrust force onto work side WS is generated in the top backup roll by the existence of a minute cross angle between the rolls, and also a thrust force onto drive side DS is generated in the bottom backup roll by the existence of a minute cross angle between the rolls. Fig. 27 is a schematic illustration showing a model of the above circumstances. Concerning the load given to the housing of the rolling mill on work side WS, the upper load is heavier than the lower load. As a result, the load given to the housing on the work side can not be balanced by the single body of the housing on the work side. Therefore, this load is balanced when an external force is given from a foundation of the housing or a member connecting the housing on the work side with the housing on the drive side.

On the other hand, for example, in many cases, the roll bending force is given to the roll chock by a project block fixed to the rolling mill housing. Even if the roll chock is given a load, which is symmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, by an actuator arranged in the project block, the roll forces is transmitted to the housing of the rolling mill via the project block. Therefore, the roll forces is balanced in the housing, that is, no external force is given from the foundation of the housing. In other words, this load is entirely different from the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides caused by the thrust force generated between the rolls. Accordingly, when the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides generated by the thrust force is identified, it is necessary to give an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides, the roll forces of which is received by an external structure except for the housing of the rolling mill, that is, it is necessary to give an external force.

As described above, when an external force in the vertical direction is given to the rolling mill from the outside of the rolling mill, it is possible to calculate a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower side generated by the thrust force between the rolls, further it is possible to identify the characteristic of deformation of the rolling mill. That is, by obtaining a measured value of the load cell for measuring a rolling load when an external force in the vertical direction is given from the outside of the rolling mill, it is possible to calculate a quantity of deformation except for the rolling mill housing and the reduction system. By the equation of condition to which this quantity of deformation and a quantity of deformation of the rolling mill housing and the reduction system are fitted, it becomes possible to find a deformation characteristic of the rolling mill housing and the reduction system by the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides.

In this connection, concerning the deformation characteristic of the roll system, for example, as disclosed in
The present invention described in claim 16 provides a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll under the condition that at least the top and the bottom backup roll are incorporated into the strip rolling mill; measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip rolling mill housing via load cells for measuring a rolling load; giving a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, to the housing of the strip rolling mill via the roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll by giving an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and measuring the load cell load.

According to this method of calibration, a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load is given while at least the backup rolls used for rolling are incorporated, and further a load which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides is also given. Accordingly, it is possible to determine a deformation characteristic of the backup roll chocks and the reduction system of the rolling mill including a deformation characteristic of an elastic contact face with the housings. Therefore, it is possible to identify the deformation characteristic more accurately.

The present invention described in claim 17 provides a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: drawing out at least one of the rolls except for the backup rolls; incorporating a calibration device into a position of the roll which has been removed; giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll; measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip rolling mill via a load cell for measuring the rolling load; giving a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides to the housings of the strip rolling mill via the top and the bottom backup roll chock when an external force in the vertical direction is given to the calibration device from the outside of the rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and measuring the load given to the load cell.

According to the above calibration method, calibration is carried out while the backup rolls are incorporated into the rolling mill. Therefore, in the same manner as that of claim 16, it is possible to identify the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill more accurately. Further, for example, the work rolls are removed from the rolling mill, and the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill instead of the work rolls, and then a load in the upward direction is given by an overhead crane via the calibration device. Due to the foregoing, a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides can be easily given.

The present invention described in claim 18 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, the configuration of the calibration device being formed so that the calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill, from which the work roll has been removed, instead of the work roll which has been removed, the calibration device comprising: a member capable of receiving an external force in the vertical direction given from the outside of the strip rolling mill, wherein the member is arranged at an end portion of the calibration device protruding outside from one of the work and the drive side of the strip rolling mill or from both the work and the drive side of the strip rolling mill.

This calibration device is provided for carrying out the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 17. For example, when an upward force is given by an overhead crane to the member of the end portion of the calibration device for receiving an external force in the vertical direction, a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides can be easily given.

The present invention described in claim 19 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 18, wherein the size of the calibration device in the vertical direction is approximately the same as the total size
of the top and the bottom work roll of the strip rolling mill, the calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill from which the top and the bottom work rolls have been removed, and the calibration device can be given a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load by roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

[0101] In this calibration device, the size in the vertical direction is approximately the same as the total size of the top and the bottom work roll. This means that the calibration device can be given a load in the vertical direction approximately corresponding to a rolling load by the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill. In order to keep the quality of rolled products high, it is usual to replace the top and the bottom work roll simultaneously in the operation of rolling. In order to conduct the replacement of the work rolls effectively, a specific device such as a roll changing carriage used for replacing the rolls is provided in many cases. In addition to the advantages provided by the calibration device of a rolling mill described in claim 18, the calibration device of a rolling mill described in claim 19 can provide the following advantages. Since the size of the calibration device in the vertical direction is approximately the same as the total size of the top and the bottom work roll of a rolling mill, the work rolls can be removed and the calibration device can be incorporated into the rolling mill by the roll changing carriage used for replacing the rolls in the same manner as that of the usual operation of replacing the rolls. Therefore, the working efficiency can be greatly enhanced.

[0102] The present invention described in claim 20 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 18, further comprising a measurement device for measuring the external force in the vertical direction acting on an end portion of one of the work and the drive side of the calibration device or end portions of both the work and the drive side of the calibration device.

[0103] When the above calibration device is used, the external force in the vertical direction, which is given from the outside of the rolling mill so that a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides can be given, can be measured by the calibration device itself. Therefore, for example, it is possible to use an overhead crane as it is, in which it is difficult to accurately measure the external force to be given.

[0104] The present invention described in claim 21 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 18, wherein the member in contact with one of the top and the bottom roll of the strip rolling mill has a sliding mechanism capable of substantially releasing a thrust force given from the roll of the strip rolling mill.

[0105] In the case where the device of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 18 is used and the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 17 is executed, when an external force is given in the vertical direction from the outside of the rolling mill to the calibration device, the device of calibration generally receives moment. Due to the moment received in this way, there is a possibility that a thrust force is generated by friction on a contact face of the calibration device with the roll of the rolling mill. This thrust force causes a disturbance to the load cell used for measuring a rolling load. Therefore, this thrust force also causes a disturbance when the deformation characteristic is determined by giving a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides which is an object of the method of calibration of a rolling mill.

[0106] On the other hand, according to the device of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 21, even if a frictional force in the direction of thrust is generated between the rolls and the device of calibration, it can be released and it is possible to make it zero substantially. Therefore, the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill can be more accurately identified.

[0107] The present invention described in claim 22 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, wherein the calibration device can be attached to a roll chock of the strip rolling mill or an end portion of the roll protruding outside the roll chock, and the calibration device can receive an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill.

[0108] When the above device for calibration of a strip rolling mill is used, under the condition that the rolling rolls are usually incorporated into the rolling mill, it is possible to execute the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 15 or 16.

[0109] The present invention described in claim 23 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 22, further comprising a measurement device for measuring the external force in the vertical direction acting on the calibration device.

[0110] When the above calibration device is used, the external force in the vertical direction given from the outside of the rolling mill for the purpose of giving a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides can be measured by the calibration device itself. Therefore, for example, an overhead crane, in which it is difficult to measure a load to be used as an external force, can be utilized as it is.

[0111] The thrust force generated between the rolls can be measured by a device which directly detects a load acting on a thrust bearing in the roll chock. Also, the thrust force generated between the rolls can be measured by a device for detecting a force acting on a structure, which fixes the roll chock in the axial direction of the roll, such as a roll shifting device and a keeper strip. However, even if the thrust force can be measured and the thrust force acting on the backup rolls can be measured, it is not clear how the measured thrust force has an influence on the load cell load. The circum-
stances are described as follows. The load cell load is measured in such a manner that a load acting on the backup roll chock in the vertical direction is measured by the load cell. A moment generated by a difference between the load cell load on the work side and the load cell load on the drive side is determined when the moment generated by the thrust force acting on the backup roll via the contact face with the work roll is balanced with the moment generated by the thrust counterforces generated for fixing the backup roll in the axial direction of the roll so that the thrust counterforces can resist the above thrust force. However, the backup roll is given a heavy load from not only the keeper strip but also the roll positioning devices and the roll balance device. A frictional force caused by the above load in the vertical direction can be a portion of the thrust counterforces. Therefore, in general, a position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces, which is a resultant force, is unknown. Accordingly, it is an important task to find the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces.

[0112] The present invention described in claim 24 provides a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a dynamic characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of: drawing out rolls except for the backup rolls; giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll under the condition that the rolls except for the backup rolls haven been removed; measuring loads in the vertical direction acting on both end portions of at least one of the top and the bottom backup roll via the load cells for measuring the rolling load; causing a thrust force to act on a barrel portion of the backup roll under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is given; and measuring the load of the load cell.

[0113] According to the above method, by the difference between the work and the drive side of the load cell load before and after a thrust force, the intensity of which has already been known, is loaded, the moment generated in the backup roll by the above thrust force can be calculated. This additional moment can be given by a distance in the vertical direction between the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces and the position of the point of application of the thrust force and also by the thrust force. Therefore, when an equation into which the above are incorporated is solved, the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces can be immediately found.

[0114] The present invention described in claim 25 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a dynamic characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, the configuration of the calibration device being such that the calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill from which the rolls except for the backup rolls are removed, the calibration device further comprising a means for giving a thrust force in the axial direction of the roll to the backup rolls under the condition that a load in the vertical direction corresponding to the rolling load is being given between the backup rolls and the calibration device.

[0115] When the calibration device having the above function is used, it becomes possible to execute the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 24 and, as described above, it is possible to find the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces acting on the backup rolls by the known thrust force given from the present device of calibration and the measured value of the load cell load of the rolling mill.

[0116] The present invention described in claim 26 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 25, wherein the calibration device is capable of measuring a distribution in the axial direction of the roll of the load given in the vertical direction acting between the backup rolls and the calibration device.

[0117] When the above function is added to the device of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 25, when a known thrust force is given according to the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 24, deformation of the rolling mill is changed. Accordingly, even if a distribution in the axial direction of the roll of the load in the vertical direction acting between the backup roll and the device of calibration is changed, it is possible to directly measure a quantity of the change. Therefore, it is possible to separate an influence of the quantity of the change in the distribution of the load in the vertical direction acting on a difference between the load cell load on the work side and the load cell load on the drive side of the rolling mill. Accordingly, it becomes possible to accurately find the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces acting on the backup roll.

[0118] The present invention described in claim 27 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 25, wherein a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device is arranged at a middle point in the vertical direction on a face in contact with the top and the bottom backup roll of the calibration device.

[0119] In the device for calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 25, since a thrust force in the axial direction of the roll, the intensity of which has already been known, is given to the backup roll, thrust counterforces corresponding to the above force acts on the main body of the device of calibration. Concerning this thrust counterforces, for example, when the direction of the thrust force given to the top backup roll is reverse to the direction of the thrust force given to the bottom backup roll and the intensity of the thrust force given to the top backup roll is the same as the intensity of the thrust force given to the bottom backup roll, the thrust counterforces keep an equilibrium condition with each other. Therefore, the resultant force of the thrust counterforces of the overall calibration device becomes zero. However, as described later, the present device of calibration is not necessarily used under the condition that the thrust force acting
on the top roll and the thrust force acting on the bottom roll are balanced with each other. That is, in general, the resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the present device of calibration does not become zero. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a member to support the resultant force of the thrust counterforces. According to claim 27, a position of this member is specified. That is, as described in claim 27, when the member to support the resultant force of the thrust counterforces is located on a face on which the device of calibration comes into contact with the top and the bottom backup roll, that is, when the member to support the resultant force of the thrust counterforces is located at a position of the middle point of the upper and the lower point of application of the thrust force, no moment is newly generated in the device of calibration by the resultant force of the thrust counterforces. Accordingly, a distribution in the axial direction of the roll of the load in the vertical direction, which is given between the backup roll and the device of calibration, is not changed. Therefore, the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces of the backup rolls can be highly accurately identified by the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill described in claim 24.

[0120] The present invention described in claim 28 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 27, wherein a roll is provided in a portion in which a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device comes into contact with the housing of the strip rolling mill. A resultant force of the thrust counterforces of the entire calibration device of a rolling mill is finally supported by the fixing member such as a housing and a keeper strip of the rolling mill. However, not only the resultant force of the thrust counterforces but also a frictional force in the vertical direction following this resultant force acts between the above fixing members and the support member for supporting the thrust counterforces of the calibration device. Since this frictional force generates a redundant moment in the calibration device, it becomes a disturbance when the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces of the backup rolls is identified by the calibration method of the strip rolling mill described in claim 24. In order to solve the above problems, as described in claim 28, when a contact portion, in which the support member of the thrust counterforces of the calibration device is contacted with the housing of the rolling mill or the fixing members, is composed of a roll type structure, a frictional force caused by the thrust counterforces can be substantially released. Therefore, the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces of the backup roll can be highly accurately identified.

[0121] The present invention described in claim 29 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 27, wherein a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device is arranged on the work side of the calibration device, and an actuator giving a thrust force in the axial direction of the roll to the backup roll is also arranged on the work side. Due to the above structure, compared with a case in which the same support member is arranged on the drive side, the calibration device can be easily incorporated, and further the thrust counterforces given to the backup roll is balanced only on the work side of the calibration device. Therefore, no redundant forces act on the center and the drive side of the calibration device. Accordingly, no redundant deformations are caused in the calibration device by the thrust counterforces. As a result, it becomes possible to execute the calibration method of a strip rolling mill described in claim 24 with high accuracy.

[0122] The present invention described in claim 30 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 27, wherein a member for receiving a force in the vertical direction from the outside is arranged at an end portion of the calibration device protruding from one of the work and the drive side of the rolling mill or from both the work and the drive side under the condition that the calibration device is incorporated into a strip rolling mill. When the above device is used, it is possible to identify the position of the point of application of thrust of the backup rolls, and further, for example, when the member concerned is given a force in the vertical direction by an overhead crane, it is possible to give a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides to the rolling mill. Therefore, by a change in the load cell load of the rolling mill before and after giving the external force, it is possible to identify the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides.

[0123] The present invention described in claim 31 provides a calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 28, further comprising a measurement device for measuring the external force in the vertical direction acting at an end portion of one of the work and the drive side of the calibration device or at end portions of both the work and the drive side of the calibration device. Due to the above structure, for example, even when a device for giving an external force such as an overhead crane, the force given in the vertical direction of which can not be accurately measured, is used, the external force given to the calibration device can be accurately determined. Therefore, the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill by the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides can be accurately found.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0128] Fig. 1 is a front view of a four rolling mill to which the present invention is applied.
Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration showing an outline of a four rolling mill of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a flow chart showing a method of adjusting a zero point of reduction of a rolling mill of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustration showing an asymmetrical component with respect to the work and the drive side of the thrust force and the force in the vertical direction acting on the rolls of a four rolling mill.

Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing a method of calculation of the deformation characteristic of a housing and reduction system of a four mill.

Fig. 6 is a flow chart showing a method of measurement of roll forces of the backup roll and a thrust force of the work roll of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a roll forces of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 is a schematic illustration showing a four rolling mill having roll bending device of another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 is a schematic illustration showing a four rolling mill having roll shifting device of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 10 is a schematic illustration showing a four rolling mill having roll bending device of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 11 is a schematic illustration showing a four rolling mill having roll bending device of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 12 is an enlarged view of a load transmission member.

Fig. 13 is an enlarged view of a load transmission member of another embodiment.

Fig. 14 is a schematic illustration showing a four rolling mill having a work roll bending device, a work roll shifting device and a thrust reaction forces measuring mechanism.

Fig. 15 is a flow chart showing still another embodiment of a method of adjusting a zero point of reduction in the case of a four rolling mill.

Fig. 16 is a flow chart showing a method of measuring roll forces of the backup roll and a thrust force of the work roll of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 17 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a position of reduction of a four mill of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 18 is a flow chart showing a method of controlling a position of reduction of a roll-cross type four mill of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 19 is a front view showing an outline of a calibration device of a strip rolling mill of an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 20 is a plan view of the calibration device of a strip rolling mill shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 21 is a front view showing an outline of a calibration device of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 22 is a plan view of the calibration device of a strip rolling mill shown in Fig. 21.

Fig. 23 is a front view showing an outline of a calibration device of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 24 is a front view showing an outline of a calibration device of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 25 is a flow chart showing a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill in which the device of calibration of a rolling mill shown in Figs. 21 and 22 is used.

Fig. 26 is a flow chart showing a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill in which the device of calibration of a rolling mill shown in Fig. 24 is used.

Fig. 27 is a schematic illustration showing a model of a thrust force acting between the rolls of a four rolling mill and also showing a force acting on the housings of the rolling mill.

Fig. 28 is a front view showing a device of calibration of a rolling mill of still another embodiment.

Fig. 29 is a plan view showing a device of calibration of a strip rolling mill in Fig. 28.

Fig. 30 is a front view showing a device of calibration of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment.

Fig. 31 is a plan view showing a device of calibration of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment.

Fig. 32 is a plan view showing a device of calibration of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment.

Fig. 33 is a plan view showing a device of calibration of a strip rolling mill of still another embodiment.

Fig. 34 is a view showing an algorithm of a preferred embodiment of a method by which a position of the point of application of thrust counterforces acting on the backup rolls is found by the method of calibration of a strip rolling mill of claim 24 of the present invention.

Fig. 35 is a flow chart showing a method of calibration of a rolling mill of another embodiment of the present invention, that is, Fig. 35 is a flow chart showing a method of finding a deformation characteristic in the case where a difference is caused between an upper load and a lower load of a rolling mill.
THE MOST PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0129] Referring to the appended drawings, embodiments of the present invention will be explained below. In order to simplify the explanations, a four rolling mill is taken as an example here, however, as explained before, it is possible to apply the present invention to a five-high rolling mill or a six-high or more rolling mill to which the intermediate rolls are added.

[0130] First, referring to Figs. 1 and 2, there is shown an example of a four rolling mill having rolling positioning devices to which the present invention is applied. In this rolling mill, there are provided housings 20 of the gate type. By these housings 20, a top 24 and a bottom backup roll 36 and a top 28 and a bottom work roll 32 are rotatably supported via top 22a, 22b and bottom backup roll chocks 34a, 34b and top 26a, 26b and bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b. The top and bottom backup roll chocks 22a, 22b, 34a, 34b and the top and bottom work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b are supported by the housings 20 in such a manner that the roll chocks can be moved in the vertical direction. In order to give a predetermined load to the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32, roll positioning devices 1 are arranged in an upper portion of the housings 20. Roll positioning devices in which a reduction screw is driven by an electric motor will be explained below; however, it is possible to apply the present invention to a hydraulic roll positioning devices.

[0131] The roll positioning devices 1 includes: screws 40a, 40b in contact with the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b via pressure blocks 38a, 38b; and a pair of drive motors 46a, 46b connected with the screws 40a, 40b via reduction gears 44a, 44b. The drive motors 46a, 46b are connected with each other via a shaft 48. In upper portions of the housings 22a, 22b, there are provided nuts 42a, 42b which engage with the screws 40a, 40b. When the screws 40a, 40b are rotated by the drive motors 46a, 46b, the screws 40a, 40b are moved in the vertical direction, and the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b can be positioned in the vertical direction. Due to the foregoing, a predetermined rolling load can be given between the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32. Referring to Fig. 1 which is an enlarged cross-membersal view showing contact portions in which the screws 40a, 40b are contacted with the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b, there are provided pressure blocks 38a, 38b having thrust bearings for supporting end portions of the screws 40a, 40b. The screws 40a, 40b come into contact with the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b via the pressure blocks 38a, 38b. The rolling mill of the present invention includes a work roll shifting device 70 for shifting the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 respectively in the longitudinal direction. The work roll shifting device 70 is connected with the top 26a, 26b and the bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b via connecting rods 72.

[0132] Between the pressure blocks 38a, 38b and the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b and also between the bottom backup roll chocks 34a, 34b and the base 20a of the rolling mill, there are provided load cells 10a to 10d for measuring roll forces of the backup roll. Further between the connecting rods 72 of the work roll shifting device 70 and the top 26a, 26b and the bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b, there are provided load cells 10e, 10f for measuring thrust counterforces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32.

[0133] The load cells 10a to 10f are connected to a calculation device 10. The calculation device 10 calculates at least asymmetry of a distribution of a load acting on the work rolls 28, 32 in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the mill center.

[0134] A result of calculation conducted by the calculation device 10 is sent to roll positioning devices drive mechanism control device 14. According to the result of calculation, the drive motors 46a, 46b for driving the screws 40a, 40b are controlled, that is, the roll positioning devices drive mechanism is controlled. In this connection, a process computer is usually used for the calculation device 10. However, it is unnecessary that the calculation device is an independent computer. If a portion of the program performing the above function exists in a computer having a more comprehensive function, the portion of the program and the computer can be assumed to be the above calculation device 10.

[0135] In the case of a hydraulic roll positioning devices, of course, the reduction drive mechanism includes a hydraulic pump and other hydraulic components.

[0136] In this connection, when hydraulic cylinders (not shown) are used as the actuators of the work roll shifting devices 70a, 70b, a pressure measurement device (not shown) for measuring pressure in the hydraulic cylinder or pressure in the hydraulic pipe (not shown) connected with the hydraulic cylinder may be used for measuring thrust counterforces of the work rolls 28, 32 instead of the load cells 10e, 10f. In the case where the work roll shifting devices 70a, 70b are not provided, as explained before, roll forces measuring device (not shown) arranged in the chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b of the work rolls 28, 32 may be used for measuring the load, or alternatively keeper strips (not shown) for restricting the work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b in the axial direction of the roll may be used as a device for measuring the load.

[0137] Next, referring to Fig. 3, a preferred embodiment of zero point adjustment conducted in the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill shown in Figs. 1 and 2 will be explained as follows.

[0138] Zero point adjustment of reduction is conducted after the rolls have been replaced. Usually, kiss-roll tightening is conducted by the roll positioning devices 1 until the roll forces of the backup rolls reaches a predetermined zero point adjustment load, for example, 1000 t (step S10). At this time, leveling adjustment of the screws 40a, 40b is conducted on both the work and the drive side so that the roll forces of the backup roll on the work side can be the same as the
roll forces of the backup roll on the drive side, and then the roll forces is temporarily set at zero (step S12). In this case, one of the following two reaction forces can be independently used as roll forces of the backup roll. One is roll forces of the top work roll, that is, roll forces measured by the load cells 10a, 10b arranged between the pressure blocks 38a, 38b and the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b. The other is roll forces of the bottom work roll, that is, roll forces measured by the load cells 10c, 10d arranged between the bottom roll chocks 34a, 34b and the base 20a. In this case, a mean value of the roll forces of the top and the bottom backup roll, that is, a mean value of the roll forces measured by the load cells 10a to 10d may be used.

[0139] Next, in step S14, reaction forces of the backup rolls 24, 36 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d under the condition that the kiss-rolls are tightened. Next, in step S16, thrust counterforces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f. By the thus measured values, as described later, from the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32, and also from the equation of equilibrium condition of moment, thrust counterforces of the backup rolls 24, 36 and thrust forces acting between the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 are calculated, and also a difference of the linear load distribution between the work and the drive side is calculated by the calculation device 12 (step S18). A specific example of this calculation will be explained below.

[0140] In Fig. 4, forces in the axial direction of the roll acting on the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 and forces relating to moment of the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 are schematically shown. In this case, concerning the forces in the vertical direction, consideration is given to only asymmetrical components on the work and the drive side relating to moment of the roll. Further, in order to simplify the explanations, consideration is given to only components in the width direction in the asymmetrical components on the work and the drive side in the linear load distribution acting between the rolls, that is, consideration is given to only linear equation components of the coordinate in the longitudinal direction of the roll. When it is put into practical use, it is possible to adopt asymmetrical components in which cubic components and more of the coordinate in the width direction are superimposed according to the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill.

[0141] Measured values of the following four components of forces shown in Fig. 4 can be used.

[0142] \( P_{dfT} \) : Difference between the roll forces of the backup roll on the work side and that on the drive side at the roll fulcrum position of the top backup roll

[0143] \( P_{dfB} \) : Difference between the roll forces of the backup roll on the work side and that on the drive side at the roll fulcrum position of the bottom backup roll

[0144] \( T_{WfT} \) : Thrust counterforce acting on the top work roll

[0145] \( T_{WB} \) : Thrust counterforce acting on the bottom work roll

[0146] The following eight variables become unknown numbers.

[0147] \( T_{BfT} \) : Thrust counterforce acting on the top backup roll chocks 22a, 22b

[0148] \( T_{WB} \) : Thrust force acting between the top work roll 28 and the top backup roll 24

[0149] \( T_{WW} \) : Thrust force acting between the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32

[0150] \( T_{WB} \) : Thrust force acting between the bottom work roll 32 and the bottom backup roll 36

[0151] \( T_{WB} \) : Thrust counterforce acting on the bottom backup roll chocks 34a, 34b

[0152] \( P_{dfWB} \) : Difference between the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side between the top work roll 28 and the top backup roll 24

[0153] \( P_{dfWB} \) : Difference between the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side between the bottom work roll 32 and the bottom backup roll 36

[0154] \( P_{dfWB} \) : Difference between the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side between the top work roll 28 and the bottom work roll 32

[0155] In this connection, distances \( h_{B} \) and \( h_{B} \) between the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces acting on the backup roll and the axial center of the backup roll are previously determined, for example, in such a manner that a known thrust force is given and then a change in the roll forces of the backup roll is observed.

[0156] In Fig. 4, the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces of the work roll agrees with the axial centers of the work rolls 28, 32. However, there is a possibility that the position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces deviates from the axial center of the roll due to the type of the work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b and the support mechanism. In this case, when a known thrust force is given to the work rolls 28, 32, the position of the thrust counterforces is previously determined.

[0157] According to Fig. 4, the equations of equilibrium condition of the forces in the axial directions of the top backup roll 24, top work roll 28, bottom work roll 32 and bottom backup roll 36 are respectively expressed as follows.

\[-T_{WB} = T_{WB} \quad \ldots (1)\]
The equations of equilibrium condition of moment of the top backup roll 24, top work roll 28, bottom work roll 32 and bottom backup roll 36 are respectively expressed as follows.

\[ T_{wT}^T - T_{wW} = T_{wT}^T \quad \ldots \quad (2) \]

\[ T_{wW} - T_{wB} = T_{wW}^B \quad \ldots \quad (3) \]

\[ T_{wB}^B = T_{wB} \quad \ldots \quad (4) \]

In this case, \( D_{TB}, D_{BB}, D_{WB} \) and \( D_{WB} \) are respectively diameters of the top and bottom backup roll 36 and the top and bottom work roll 32. Also, in this case, \( l_{WB}, l_{WW} \) and \( l_{WB}^B \) are respectively lengths in the axial direction of the roll of a contact region between the top backup roll 24 and the top work roll 28, a contact region between the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32, and a contact region between the bottom work roll 32 and the bottom backup roll 36.

In this connection, in equations (5) and (8), \( T_{BT} \) and \( T_{BB} \) are eliminated by using equations (1) and (4). When the above eight equations are simultaneously solved, all the above eight unknown numbers can be found.

Next, by using the result of the above calculation, a difference between the quantity of deformation on the work side of each roll 24, 28, 32, 36 and that on the drive side is calculated under the condition that the zero point of the roll positioning devices is adjusted. This difference between the work and the drive side is converted into the fulcrum positions of the reduction screws 40a, 40b, that is, this difference between the work and the drive side is converted into the central axial lines of the reduction screws 40a, 40b, so that a quantity of correction of the position of the zero point of the roll positioning devices is calculated (step S20).

A difference between the quantity of deformation of a roll on the work side and that on the drive side is mainly generated by an asymmetrical component of the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive side acting between the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36. This deformation of a roll includes a flattening deformation of the roll, a bending deformation of the roll, and a bending deformation of the roll at the neck members. The difference between the deformation of the roll on the work side and that on the drive side is mainly caused by a difference between a quantity of deformation of a flattened roll on the work side and that on the drive side. This difference between a quantity of deformation of a flattened roll on the work side and that on the drive side can be immediately calculated by \( p_{df}^{TW}, p_{df}^{WB}, p_{df}^{WW} \) which have already been found. When a difference between a total of the quantity of deformation of the flattened roll at the end position of the roll barrel on the work side and that on the drive side which can be found by the result of calculation is extrapolated to the position of the fulcrum of reduction of the backup roll, a quantity of correction of the zero point position of the roll positioning devices can be calculated, and the zero point position is adjusted to a position at which no difference is caused between the quantity of deformation of the roll on the work side and that on the drive side (step S22). In this connection, in the case of extrapolation of the quantity of deformation of the flattened roll, consideration
may be given to asymmetry of the bend of the roll and asymmetry of the deformation of the roll neck members.

[0163] The thrust force generated between the rolls in the process of zero adjustment seldom occurs in the process of rolling in the same manner. Therefore, it is preferable that the zero point of reduction, which is a reference of the position of reduction, is determined when a thrust force between the rolls is zero. Therefore, it is desirable that a true zero point of reduction is determined in an ideal condition in which asymmetrical load is not caused between the work and the drive side by the thrust generated between the rolls. That is, the true zero point of reduction is determined in such a manner that the position of reduction is moved in a direction so that the asymmetrical component between the quantity of deformation of the roll on the work side and that on the drive side can be eliminated. When the zero point of the position of reduction is set in the above manner, it becomes possible to conduct an accurate reduction setting while consideration is given to the asymmetrical load and deformation generated in the actual process of rolling on the work and the drive side.

[0164] In this connection, in order to obtain the same object, the method is not limited to the method shown in Fig. 3 in which the zero point is adjusted. It is possible to adopt a method in which a quantity of asymmetrical deformation of the roll is stored in the process of adjusting the zero point and correction is conducted according to the thus stored quantity of asymmetrical deformation of the roll in the actual process of setting the reduction. Even when the above method is adopted, the zero point is substantially corrected in the process of setting the reduction. Therefore, it is clear that the above method can be another embodiment of the present invention.

[0165] Explanations have been made while attention is being given to the asymmetrical deformation between the work and the drive side. However, in the case where a total of the roll forces of the backup roll on the work side and that on the drive side in the actual process of adjusting the zero point is different from a target value, that is, in the case where a total of the load of zero point adjustment on the work side and that on the drive side is different from a target value, it is important from the viewpoint of enhancing the accuracy of strip thickness that the zero point position of the roll positioning devices is adjusted including the symmetrical component on the work and the drive side. Also in this case, it is possible to adopt a method in which an actual zero point adjustment load is stored and the thus stored actual zero point adjustment load is used as a reference load.

[0166] In general, the zero point adjustment load is determined so that a difference between the load on the work side and that on the drive side can be made to be zero. However, when a meaningful difference between the zero adjustment load on the work and that on the drive side is generated, as described before, the zero point adjustment load including the difference between the work and the drive side is stored, and when reduction setting is calculated, the actual zero point adjustment load including the difference between the work and the drive side is used as a reference value. In this way, the zero point adjustment can be accurately conducted. In the case where an actual zero point adjustment load can not be used when reduction setting is calculated, not only the difference between the quantity of roll deformation on the work side and that on the drive side shown in Fig. 3, but also a difference between the quantity of deformation of the housing and the reduction system on the work side which is caused by a difference between the roll forces of the backup roll and the quantity of deformation of the housing and the reduction system on the drive side must be corrected.

[0167] Next, referring to Fig. 5, a method of finding the deformation characteristic of a four rolling mill, that is, a method of finding mill-stretch will be explained as follows. In this case, mill-stretch means a change in the gap between the top and the bottom work roll which is caused as a result of elastic deformation of a rolling mill when a rolling load is given to the rolling mill. When this mill-stretch is found, it is possible to accurately find the mill-stretch with respect to the deformation of the roll system. However, with respect to the deformation of the housing and reduction system except for the roll system, it is generally difficult to accurately find the mill-stretch because a large number of elastic contact faces are included.

[0168] Japanese Examined Patent Publication No. 4-74084 discloses the following method. Before the start of rolling, the kiss-roll tightening test is previously made. According to the quantity of deformation with respect to the tightening load, a quantity of deformation of the roll system is calculated and separated, so that a deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system is separated. Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 6-182418 discloses a method in which a deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction system on the work side and that on the drive side are independently separated.

[0169] However, according to the method disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 6-182418, no consideration is given to an influence of the thrust force caused between the rolls. Therefore, when an intensity of the thrust force caused between the rolls is increased to a certain value, it is impossible to ensure a sufficiently high accuracy. According to the present invention, as explained before referring to Fig. 4, when the kiss-roll tightening test is made, the thrust counterforces of the top and the bottom backup roll on the work and the drive side are measured, and also the roll forces of the top and the bottom work roll on the work and the drive side are measured. Therefore, the above problems can be solved.

[0170] First, the roll forces of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 are measured and also the roll forces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d for each condition of the roll forces (step S24). Next, in the same manner as that of the case of adjusting the reduction zero point, by the equation of equilibrium...
condition of the forces acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 and also by the equation of equilibrium
condition of the moment, the thrust counterforces of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36, the thrust forces acting
on the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 and the difference between the linear load distribution on the work side and that on the drive
side are calculated (step S26).

[0171] When the load distribution between the rolls is found, it is possible to calculate the bend deformation of the
backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 and also it is possible to calculate the deformation of the flattened backup
rolls 24, 36 and the flattened work rolls 28, 32 by the method disclosed in Japanese Examined Patent Publication No.
4-74084. In this case, the deformation can be calculated including the difference between the work and the drive side.
As a result of the deformation described above, it is possible to calculate a displacement generated at the roll fulcrum
position of each backup roll 24, 36 (step S28). Finally, since a quantity of deformation of the overall rolling mill is evaluated
by a change in the roll forces, a quantity of deformation of the roll system at the roll fulcrum position is subtracted from
it, and the deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system is independently calculated on the work and
the drive side (step S30).

[0172] When the deformation of the rolls is calculated according to the thrust force between the rolls which has been
accurately found, it is possible to accurately find the deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction system
including a difference between the work and the drive side.

[0173] In this connection, in the case where the present method is applied to a rolling mill in which an intensity of thrust
force generated between the rolls is increased to a considerably high value, a big difference is caused between the roll
forces of the top backup roll and that of the bottom backup roll. Therefore, the difference between the roll forces of the
top backup roll and that of the bottom backup roll affects the deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction
system. In this case, for example, a difference between the top and the bottom roll is generated by various means such
as a means for giving a minute cross angle between the rolls, and the deformation characteristic of the housing and the
reduction system is found by the aforementioned procedure, and the thus found deformation characteristic is organized
as a function of the difference between the top and the bottom roll. In this way, the accurate deformation characteristic
of the rolling mill can be obtained.

[0174] In general, the deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system is changed by a rolling load.
Therefore, it is necessary that data is collected with respect to a plurality of roll forces and a plurality of levels of tightening
loads. Fig. 6 is a view showing an algorithm for collecting data with respect to a plurality of roll forces and a plurality of
levels of tightening loads.

[0175] First, in step S32, under the condition of kiss-rolling in which all the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 are contacted with each
other, the rolls are tightened to a predetermined roll forces by the roll positioning devices 1 (step S34). Next, the reduction
load is measured by the load cells 10a to 10d (step S36). Then, the thrust counterforces of the top 28 and the bottom
work roll 32 are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f. Next, in step S40, it is judged whether or not the collection of data
is completed with respect to a predetermined roll forces level. If the collection of data is not completed, that is, in the
case of No in step S40, the roll forces is changed in step S42, and the program returns to step S34. Then, the above
procedure is repeated. When the collection of data is completed with respect to a predetermined roll forces level, that
is, in the case of Yes in step S40, the collection of data is completed in step S44.

[0176] It is preferable that the number of roll forces levels at which data is collected is large. However, in the case of
a usual rolling mill, it is practical to collect data, the number of which is approximately 10 to 20, because the accuracy
is sufficiently high when the data of the above number are collected. However, in this case, mill-hysteresis is caused in
which a difference is caused between the direction of tightening the roll positioning devices and the direction of releasing
the roll positioning devices. In this case, it is preferable that data is collected with respect to at least one reciprocating
motion of the tightening direction and the releasing direction and the thus measured data is averaged.

[0177] Referring to Fig. 7, a preferable embodiment of roll positions control of a cross-roll type four rolling mill is
explained below. In this cross-roll type four rolling mill, a thrust force acting between the work roll and a workpiece to
be rolled can not be neglected.

[0178] First, the roll forces of the backup rolls acting on the roll fulcrum positions of the top 24 and the bottom backup
rolls 36 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d, and the thrust forces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 are
measured by the load cells 10e, 10f (step S46). Next, by the equation of equilibrium condition of the forces in the axial
direction of the roll acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 and also by the equation of equilibrium
condition of the moment, the thrust counterforces of the backup rolls 24, 36 are calculated, and also the difference
between the thrust forces on the work side and the drive side, which act between the backup roll 24 and the work roll
28 and also between the work roll 32 and the backup roll 36, is calculated, and also the difference of the linear load
distribution on the work side and the drive side is calculated, and also the difference between the thrust forces on the
work side and the drive side, which act between the work rolls 28, 32 and the workpiece to be rolled (not shown), is
calculated, and also the difference of the linear load distribution between the work side and the drive side is calculated
(step S48).

[0179] In this example, a quantity of off-center of the workpiece to be rolled is already known because it is measured
by a sensor. Therefore, the above procedure of calculation can be carried out in the same manner as that of the case of the adjustment of the zero point of reduction shown in Fig. 3. When the load distribution between the rolls is used and also the load distribution between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll is used, the bend deformation and the flattening deformation of the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 are calculated including a difference between the work and the drive side. At the same time, the deformation of the housing and the reduction system is calculated as a function of the roll forces of the backup rolls 24, 36 measured by the load cells 10a to 10d, so that the strip thickness distribution at the present time is calculated (step S50). At this time, concerning the deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system, it is preferable to use the deformation characteristic obtained by the method shown in Fig. 6.

From the strip thickness distribution which is previously determined as a target of the rolling operation and also from the estimated values of the actual result of the strip thickness distribution at the present time which has been calculated in the above manner, a increments of the roll positioning devices to accomplish the above target value is calculated (step S52). According to this target value, the roll positions control is executed (step S54).

When the above method is adopted, asymmetry of the strip thickness distribution which occurs right below the roll bite can be accurately determined without causing any delay of time. Therefore, this method can provide a great effect to stabilize the threading of a leading end and a trailing end of a steel strip in the process of finish-rolling of a hot strip mill for which a quick and appropriate roll forces control is required.

In this connection, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from a detection device arranged on the entry side and the delivery side of the rolling mill such as a (lateral) travelling sensor and a looper load cell. Further, in the case of tandem rolling, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from other rolling mills arranged on the upstream side and the downstream side.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, load cells 10e, 10f for measuring the thrust counterforces are arranged in the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing all of the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.

In this connection, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from a detection device arranged on the entry side and the delivery side of the rolling mill such as a (lateral) travelling sensor and a looper load cell. Further, in the case of tandem rolling, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from other rolling mills arranged on the upstream side and the downstream side.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, load cells 10e, 10f for measuring the thrust counterforces are arranged in the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing all of the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.

In this connection, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from a detection device arranged on the entry side and the delivery side of the rolling mill such as a (lateral) travelling sensor and a looper load cell. Further, in the case of tandem rolling, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from other rolling mills arranged on the upstream side and the downstream side.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, load cells 10e, 10f for measuring the thrust counterforces are arranged in the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing all of the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.

In the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, load cells 10e, 10f for measuring the thrust counterforces are arranged in the embodiment shown in Fig. 8 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing all of the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.
The strip rolling mill shown in Fig. 10 is not provided with a work roll shifting device for shifting a work roll in the upward and downward direction. Further, the slide bearings may be arranged in the load giving portions of the roll relation between the slide bearings 80a, 80b and the roll bending devices 64a, 64b may be changed with respect to the and the roll bending devices 64a, 64b are arranged in the bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b. However, the positional In the structure shown in Fig. 10, the slide bearings 80a, 80b are arranged in the top work roll chocks 26a, 26b, be returned to the centers of the operation ranges. In this case, an intensity of the restoring force of this spring mechanism a mechanism for returning the slide bearing to the center by a spring when no load is given to the slide bearing. Kiss-range of the slide bearing, it is impossible to decrease a frictional force which acts in a direction exceeding the operation measured. the frictional forces can be neglected. Therefore, the thrust counterforces acting on the work rolls 28, 32 can be accurately acting between the roll bending devices 64a, 64b and the work roll chocks 26a, 26b, so that the frictional forces can be inverted. Concerning the frequency of oscillation, from the viewpoint of decreasing the measurement period of the thrust counterforces, it is preferable that the frequency of oscillation is short. However, when the frequency of oscillation is too short, a peak value of the thrust counterforces is increased to an excessively high value, so that the rolling operation is affected and further the thrust counterforces exceeds a load limit of the work roll shifting device. In this case, it is preferable that the oscillation period is extended while the measuring period of the necessary thrust counterforces is set at an upper limit. Referring to Fig. 10, a rolling mill of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below. In the rolling mill of the embodiment shown in Fig. 10, there are provided slide bearings 80a, 80b, which can be freely slid in the axial direction of the roll, between the roll bending devices 64a, 64b and the top work roll chocks 26a, 26b. Due to the above arrangement, even when a roll bending force is acting, frictional forces in the axial direction of the roll acting between the roll bending devices 64a, 64b and the work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b can be decreased so that the frictional forces can be neglected. Therefore, the thrust counterforces acting on the work rolls 28, 32 can be accurately measured. In this connection, an operation range of the slide bearing is limited. At a position of the limit of the operation range of the slide bearing, it is impossible to decrease a frictional force which acts in a direction exceeding the operation limit. In order to solve the above problems, it is preferable to adopt the following structure. For example, there is provided a mechanism for returning the slide bearing to the center by a spring when no load is given to the slide bearing. Kiss-roll tightening is periodically carried out, and the roll bending force is released, so that the slide bearings 80a, 80b can be returned to the centers of the operation ranges. In this case, an intensity of the restoring force of this spring mechanism must be sufficiently lower than the intensity of the thrust force acting on the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32, and higher than a resistance of operation of the slide bearings 80a, 80b when no loads are given. In the structure shown in Fig. 10, the slide bearings 80a, 80b are arranged in the top work roll chocks 26a, 26b, and the roll bending devices 64a, 64b are arranged in the bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b. However, the positional relation between the slide bearings 80a, 80b and the roll bending devices 64a, 64b may be changed with respect to the upward and downward direction. Further, the slide bearings may be arranged in the load giving portions of the roll bending devices. The strip rolling mill shown in Fig. 10 is not provided with a work roll shifting device for shifting a work roll in the
axial direction of the roll. However, even when the strip rolling mills not provided with the work roll shifting device, it is possible to arrange the slide bearings. However, there is a possibility that the slide bearing reaches a position of the operation limit when the work roll position is changed by the work roll shifting device. In the above case, it is preferable that the slide bearing is returned to the center of the operation range by releasing the work roll bending force as described above.

[0200] Referring to Fig. 11, a rolling mill of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 11, there are provided load transmission members 82a, 82b between the work roll bending devices 66a, 66b and the work roll chocks 26a, 26b which come into contact with the work roll bending devices 66a, 66b. The load transmission member 82a, 82b has a closed space in which liquid is enclosed, and at least a portion of the closed space is covered with thin skin, the elastic deformation resistance with respect to out-of-plane deformation of which is not more than 5% of the maximum value of the roll bending force. Therefore, even if the maximum roll bending force is given, the liquid film is not cut off.

[0201] Fig. 12 is a view showing an example of the load transmission member 82a, 82b. In the example shown in Fig. 12, the load transmission member 82a includes: a metallic strip 83 arranged in an upper portion of the bottom work roll chock 30a, 30b while a space is left between the metallic strip 83 and the bottom work roll chock 30a, 30b; and a thin skin 83a arranged between a lower face of the metallic strip 83 and an upper face of the bottom work roll chock 30a, 30b in such a manner that the thin skin 83a covers a space between the metallic strip 83 and the bottom work roll chock 30a, 30b. The space left between the lower face of the metallic strip 83 and the upper face of the bottom work roll chock 30a, 30b is surrounded by the skin 84 and filled with liquid 85. Concerning the material of the skin 84, for example, it is possible to use high polymer of high mechanical strength or compound material in which textile fabrics of carbon fiber is coated with lining for preventing liquid from leaking out.

[0202] When the thin skin 84, the mechanical strength of which is sufficiently high, is used as described above, even when the roll bending devices 66a, 66b and the work roll chocks 30a, 30b are a little displaced in the axial direction of the roll, that is, even when the roll bending devices 66a, 66b and the work roll chocks 30a, 30b are a little displaced in the traverse direction in Fig. 12, a shearing deformation resistance generated in the load giving members 82a, 82b can be decreased to a negligibly small value, that is, an apparent coefficient of friction can be decreased to a negligibly small value. Concerning the liquid to be put into the space, it is preferable to use liquid having a rust prevention property, for example, fat and oil may be used, or alternatively grease may be used.

[0203] Fig. 13 is a view showing another embodiment of the load transmission member 82a, 82b. The load transmission member 82a, 82b of the embodiment shown in Fig. 13 is composed in such a manner that liquid 85 is enclosed in a bag-shaped closed space formed by the thin skin 86. Due to the above structure, compared with the load transmission member shown in Fig. 12, it is easy to replace the load transmission member 82a, 82b when it is deteriorated with time.

[0204] In this connection, the strip rolling mill shown in Fig. 11 is not provided with the roll shifting device for shifting the work rolls 28, 32. However, even in the case of a rolling mill having the roll shifting device, the load transmission member shown in Fig. 12 can be incorporated into the rolling mill. However, in this case, in the same manner as that of the slide bearing explained in Fig. 10, it is preferable that the mechanism for returning the operation limit position to the center is provided and the necessary operation is carried out.

[0205] In this connection, in the arrangement shown in Fig. 11, the roll bending devices 66a, 66b are arranged in the top work roll chocks 26a, 26b, and the load transmission members 82a, 82b are arranged in the bottom work roll chocks 30a, 30b. However, the roll bending devices 66a, 66b and the load transmission members 82a, 82b may be replaced with each other with respect to the upward and downward direction. Further, the load transmission members 82a, 82b may be arranged in the roll bending devices 66a, 66b.

[0206] Fig. 14 is a view showing a four rolling mill having a work roll shifting mechanism. In the rolling mill shown in Fig. 4, the work roll 28, 32 is connected with the work roll shifting device 70a, 70b via the load cell 10e, 10f for measuring the thrust counterforces. Therefore, the thrust counterforces of the work roll 28, 32 are measured by the load cell 10e, 10f. In the same manner as that of the embodiments described before, the load cells 10a to 10f are connected with the calculation device 12. The work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b are respectively given forces in the vertical direction by the increase work roll bending devices 102a, 102b or the decrease work roll bending devices 100a, 100b, 104a, 104b. The increase work roll bending devices 102a, 102b and the decrease work roll bending devices 100a, 100b, 104a, 104b are driven and controlled by the roll bending device drive control unit 110.

[0207] In the prior art, the frictional forces acting between the roll bending devices 102a, 102b, 100a, 100b, 104a, 104b and the work roll chocks 26a, 26b, 30a, 30b can be a factor of disturbance when the thrust counterforces are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f.

[0208] In order to solve the above problems, in this embodiment, when the thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the work rolls 28, 32 are measured, the roll bending device drive control unit 110 conducts controlling so that an absolute value of the force of the roll balance device to give a load to a roll chock, the thrust counterforces of which is measured, can be not more than 1/2 of a force in the roll balance condition, or preferably zero, or alternatively the roll bending device drive control unit 110 conducts control so that an absolute value of the force of the roll bending device
can be not more than 1/2 of a force in the roll balance condition, or preferably zero. Due to the foregoing, the thrust counterforces can be accurately measured, and the factor of disturbance with respect to the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment acting on the roll can be minimized. Therefore, the roll forces can be set and controlled more accurately.

[0209] In this case, the roll balance condition is defined as follows. Under the condition that a gap is formed between the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 when rolling is not conducted, the top work roll 28 is lifted up onto the top backup roll 24 side, and the top work roll 28 is pressed against the top backup roll 24 so that the rolls 28, 24 cannot slip against each other. And the bottom work roll 32 is pressed against the bottom backup roll 36 so that the rolls 32, 36 cannot slip against each other. In order to press the top work roll 28 and the bottom work roll 32 against the top backup roll 24 and the bottom backup roll 36, predetermined forces are previously given to the roll chocks. This condition is defined as the roll balance condition.

[0210] Fig. 15 is a flow chart showing a method of adjusting the reduction zero point of the rolling mill shown in Fig. 14. As described before, the adjustment of the reduction zero point is conducted after the roll has been changed. In the usual adjustment of the reduction zero point, the kiss-roll tightening is carried out until the roll forces of the backup roll reaches a predetermined zero adjustment load (step S60). At this time, the reduction leveling is adjusted so that the roll forces of the backup roll on the work side and that on the drive side can be changed with each other, and then the roll forces is temporarily set at zero (step S62). Concerning the roll forces of the backup roll, either the roll forces of the top backup roll 24 measured by the load cells 10a, 10b or the roll forces of the bottom backup roll 36 measured by the load cells 10c, 10d may be singly used. Alternatively, an average value of the roll forces of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 measured by the load cells 10a, 10b, 10c 10d may be used.

[0211] Next, under the condition of the tightening of kiss-roll, the roll balance force of the work roll or the roll bending force is released so that it can be zero (step S64). As described before, the reason why the roll bending force is made to be zero at this time is to enhance the accuracy of the measurement of the thrust counterforces of the work roll to be conducted next time. Accordingly, the roll bending force is not necessarily made to be zero. The roll bending force may be set in such a manner that an appropriate value of not more than 1/2 of the force in the normal roll balance condition is found by experience and the roll bending force is set at the value. The essential point is that the roll bending force is set at a lower value so that it cannot be a factor of disturbance when the thrust counterforces is measured.

[0212] When the roll bending force is changed at this time, the load cell load is also changed. Whether or not the zero point adjustment of the roll forces is conducted in this state causes no problems. The reason is described as follows.

As disclosed in Japanese Examined Patent Publication No. 4-74084, the deformation of the roll caused in the zero point adjustment of the roll forces is conducted next time. Accordingly, the roll bending force is not necessarily made to be zero. The roll bending force may be set in such a manner that an appropriate value of not more than 1/2 of the force in the normal roll balance condition is found by experience and the roll bending force is set at the value. The essential point is that the roll bending force is set at a lower value so that it cannot be a factor of disturbance when the thrust counterforces is measured.

[0213] Next, in the above condition, the roll forces of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d (step S66), and the roll forces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f (step S68). As described before, since the roll balance force or the roll bending force acting on the work rolls is substantially set at zero at this time, it is possible to accurately measure the thrust counterforces acting on the work roll.

[0214] Next, when the equations (1) to (8) described before are solved according to the above measured values, as described before by referring to Figs. 3 and 4, from the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32, and also from the equation of equilibrium condition of moment, thrust counterforces of the backup rolls 24, 36 and thrust forces acting between the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36 are calculated, and also a difference of the linear load distribution between the work and the drive side is calculated (step S70).

[0215] Next, a difference between the quantity of deformation of each roll 24, 28, 32, 36 on the work side and that on the drive side under the condition that the zero point of the roll positioning devices is adjusted is calculated by using the result of the above calculation. This difference between the work and the drive side is converted into a position of the fulcrum of the screw 40a, 40b, that is, this difference between the work and the drive side is converted into the central axial line of the screw 40a, 40b, so that a quantity of correction of the zero point of the roll positioning devices is calculated (step S72).

[0216] The difference of the quantity of the deformation of the roll between the work and the drive side is mainly generated by an asymmetrical component of the linear load distribution between the work and the drive side acting between the rolls 24, 28, 32, 36. In this case, the deformation of the roll includes a deformation of the flattened roll, a deformation of the bent neck portion of the roll. The difference between the roll deformation on the work side and that on the drive side is mainly caused by the difference between the deformation of the flattened roll on the work side and that on the drive side. This difference between the deformation of the flattened roll on the work side and that on the drive side can be immediately calculated by \( p^{df}_{WB} \), \( p^{df}_{WB} \), \( p^{df}_{WW} \) which have already been found. When a difference between the total of the quantity of the deformation of the flattened roll at the roll end position calculated above on the work side and that on the drive side is extrapolated to the roll fulcrum position of the backup roll, a quantity of correction of the zero point of the roll positioning devices is calculated. In this way, the
zero point of the reduction is adjusted to a position at which no difference exists between the quantity of the roll deformation on the work side and that on the drive side (step S74). In this connection, when the quantity of the deformation of the flattened roll is extrapolated, consideration may be given to asymmetry of the bent roll and asymmetry of the deformation of the roll neck portion.

[0217] As described before, there is a small possibility that the thrust force generated between the rolls in the process of zero point adjustment is also generated in the process of rolling in the same manner. Accordingly, the zero point of reduction, which is a reference of the position of reduction, is preferably determined when the thrust force between the rolls is zero. Therefore, it is desired that an ideal condition, in which an asymmetrical load on the work and the drive side caused by the thrust force between the rolls is not generated, is made to be a true zero point of reduction. That is, when the roll forces is moved in a direction so that a quantity of asymmetry of the roll deformation on the work and the drive side can be eliminated, the roll forces can be set at the true zero point. When the zero point of reduction is set in this way, it becomes possible to conduct an accurate reduction setting while consideration is given to the asymmetrical load and deformation on the work and the drive side generated in the actual process of rolling.

[0218] As described before referring to Fig. 5, the deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction system on the work side and that on the drive side are independently found.

[0219] Further, as described before referring to Fig. 6, in general, the deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction system is changed by a rolling load. Therefore, it is necessary to collect data with respect to a plurality of roll forces and tightening load levels.

[0220] Referring to Fig. 16, first, in step S76, the kiss-roll tightening test is started in such a manner that the rolls are tightened to a predetermined roll forces under the condition of a kiss-roll. Next, the roll balance force or the roll bending force is released to zero (step S78). As described before, the reason why the roll bending force is made to be zero is that the thrust counterforces of the work roll is accurately measured in the next process. Accordingly, the roll balance force or the roll bending force is not necessarily made to be zero. That is, it is sufficient that the roll balance force or the roll bending force is made to be a low value at which no disturbance is substantially caused when the thrust counterforces is measured. When an appropriate value of not more than 1/2 of the force of a normal roll balance condition is found by experience and the roll balance force or the roll bending force is set at the value, the object can be accomplished.

[0221] Next, an actual value of the roll forces under the above condition is measured (step S80). The roll forces of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d (step S82). The roll forces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 36 are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f (step S84).

[0222] As described before, in general, the deformation characteristic of the housing and the reduction system is changed by a rolling load. Therefore, in the kiss-roll tightening test shown in Fig. 16, it is necessary to collect data with respect to a plurality of roll forces and tightening load levels. In step S86, it is judged whether or not the collection of data has been completed with respect to a predetermined roll forces level. When the collection of data has not been completed, that is, in the case of NO in step S86, the roll forces is changed in step S88, and the program is returned to step S34, and the above procedure is repeated. When the collection of data with respect to a predetermined roll forces level is completed, that is, in the case of YES in step S86, the collection of data is completed in step S90.

[0223] It is desirable that the number of the roll forces levels is large. However, in the case of a common rolling mill, it is possible to obtain a practically high accuracy by obtaining data, the number of which is approximately 10 to 20. However, in this case, a difference is caused between the tightening load given in the tightening direction of the roll positioning devices and the tightening load given in the releasing direction of the roll positioning devices. In other words, mill-hysteresis is caused. In order to avoid the influence of this mill-hysteresis, it is preferable that data is collected in at least one reciprocation of the tightening and the releasing direction, and the thus obtained data is averaged.

[0224] Referring to Fig. 17, explanations will be given to a preferable embodiment of a four rolling mill in which a thrust force acting between a work roll and a piece to be rolled can not be neglected.

[0225] First, under the condition that an absolute value of the work roll bending force is made to be a value of not more than 1/2 of that of the roll balance condition, preferably under the condition that an absolute value of the work roll bending force is made to be zero, the roll forces of the backup rolls acting on the roll fulcrum positions of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 are measured by the load cells 10a to 10d in the process of rolling, and also the thrust counterforces of the top 28 and the bottom work roll 32 are measured by the load cells 10e, 10f (step S92).

[0226] Next, by the equation of equilibrium condition of the forces in the axial direction of the roll acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 and also by the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, the thrust counterforces of the backup rolls 24, 36 are calculated, and also the difference between the thrust forces on the work side and the drive side, which act between the backup roll 24 and the work roll 28 and also between the work roll 32 and the backup roll 36, is calculated, and also the difference of the linear load distribution between the work side and the drive side is calculated, and also the difference between the thrust forces on the work side and the drive side, which act between the work rolls 28, 32 and the piece to be rolled (not shown), is calculated, and also the difference of the linear load distribution between the work side and the drive side is calculated (step S94).

[0227] In this example, a quantity of off-center of the workpiece to be rolled is already known because it is measured
by a sensor. Therefore, the above procedure of calculation can be carried out in the same manner as that of the case of reduction zero point adjustment shown in Fig. 3. When the load distribution between the rolls is used and also the load distribution between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll is used, which are obtained by this calculation, the bend deformation and the flattening deformation of the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 are calculated including a difference between the work and the drive side. At the same time, the deformation of the housing and the reduction system is calculated as a function of the roll forces of the backup rolls 24, 36 measured by the load cells 10a to 10d, so that the strip thickness distribution at the present time is calculated (step S96). At this time, concerning the deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system, it is preferable to use the deformation characteristic obtained by the method shown in Fig. 6.

[0228] From the strip thickness distribution which is previously determined as a target of the rolling operation and also from the estimated values of the actual result of the strip thickness distribution at the present time which has been calculated in the above manner, a increments of the roll positioning devices to accomplish the above target value is calculated (step S98). According to this target value, the roll positions control is executed (step S100).

[0229] When the above method is adopted, asymmetry of the strip thickness distribution which occurs right below the roll bite can be accurately determined without causing any delay of time. Therefore, this method can provide a great effect to stabilize the threading of a leading end and a trailing end of a steel strip in the process of finish-rolling of a hot strip mill for which a quick and appropriate roll forces control is required. In this connection, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from a detection device arranged on the entry side and the delivery side of the rolling mill such as a (lateral) traveling sensor and a looper load cell. Further, in the case of tandem rolling, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from other rolling mills arranged on the upstream side and the downstream side.

[0230] In Fig. 17, a control method in which consideration is given to a thrust force acting between the work rolls 28, 32 and the workpiece to be rolled is shown. However, in the case of a common four rolling mill which is not a roll-cross type rolling mill, a thrust force acting between the work roll and the workpiece to be rolled is negligibly small as explained before. Therefore, it is possible to conduct the same control as that shown in Fig. 17 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.

[0231] Referring to Fig. 18, another embodiment of roll forces control of a roll-cross type four mill will be explained below.

[0232] Referring to Fig. 18, another embodiment of roll forces control of a roll-cross type four rolling mill will be explained below.

[0233] First, in the setting calculation conducted before rolling, under the condition that the work roll bending force is zero, a roll-cross angle for accomplishing a predetermined strip crown and flatness is calculated. According to the result of the calculation, the roll-cross angle is set, and the roll forces, the circumferential speed of the roll and others are set. In this way, the roll bending device is set in a roll balance condition and waits for the next operation (step S102). Under the above condition, rolling is started, and the work roll bending force is changed to zero at the point of time when the load cell load is increased to a sufficiently heavy load. Under the above condition, the roll forces of the backup rolls, which are conducting rolling, acting at the roll fulcrum positions of the top 24 and the bottom backup roll 36 is measured by the load cells 10e, 10f (step S104), Next, by the equation of equilibrium condition of the forces in the axial direction of the roll acting on the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 and also by the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, the thrust counterforces of the backup rolls 24, 36 are calculated, and also the difference between the thrust forces on the work side and the drive side, which act between the backup roll 24 and the work roll 28 and also between the work roll 32 and the backup roll 36, is calculated, and also the difference of the linear load distribution on the work side and the drive side is calculated, and also the difference between the thrust forces on the work side and the drive side, which act between the work rolls 28, 32 and the workpiece to be rolled, is calculated, and also the difference of the linear load distribution between the work side and the drive side is calculated (step S106).

[0234] In this example, a quantity of off-center of the workpiece to be rolled is measured by a sensor, and it is already known. Therefore, the above procedure of calculation can be carried out in the same manner as that of the case of adjusting the zero point of reduction shown in Fig. 3.

[0235] Next, when the load distribution between the rolls is used and also the load distribution between the workpiece to be rolled and the work roll is used, which are obtained by this calculation, the bend deformation and the flattening deformation of the backup rolls 24, 36 and the work rolls 28, 32 are calculated including a difference between the work and the drive side. At the same time, the deformation of the housing and the reduction system is calculated as a function of the roll forces of the backup rolls 24, 36, so that the strip thickness distribution at the present time is calculated (step S108). At this time, concerning the deformation characteristic of the housing and reduction system, it is preferable to
use the deformation characteristic obtained by the method shown in Fig. 16.

[0236] From the strip thickness distribution which is previously determined as a target of the rolling operation and also from the estimated values of the actual result of the strip thickness distribution at the present time which has been calculated in the above manner, a increments of the roll positioning devices to accomplish the above target value is calculated (step S110). According to this target value, the roll positions control is executed (step S112).

[0237] When the above method is adopted, asymmetry of the strip thickness distribution which occurs right below the roll bite can be accurately determined without causing any delay of time. Therefore, this method can provide a great effect to stabilize the threading of a leading end and a trailing end of a steel strip in the process of finish-rolling of a hot strip mill for which a quick and appropriate roll forces control is required. In this connection, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from a detection device arranged on the entry side and the delivery side of the rolling mill such as a (lateral) traveling sensor and a looper load cell. Further, in the case of tandem rolling, it is effective that the above information obtained from the single body of the rolling mill is combined with the information obtained from other rolling mills arranged on the upstream side and the downstream side.

[0238] In Fig. 18, the pair-cross type rolling mill is an object, and a control method in which consideration is given to a thrust force acting between the work rolls, and the workpiece to be rolled is shown. However, in the case of a common four rolling mill which is not a pair-cross type rolling mill, a thrust force acting between the work roll and the workpiece to be rolled is negligibly small as explained before. Therefore, it is possible to conduct the same control as that shown in Fig. 18 even when information of one of the top and the bottom roll system is obtained. When the measured values of both the top and the bottom roll system can be utilized, the number of unknowns can be decreased by one. Accordingly, when the least square solution is found by utilizing the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the axial direction of the roll and the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment, it becomes possible to find a more accurate solution.

[0239] Referring to Figs. 19 and 20, a strip rolling mill calibration device of a preferred embodiment of the present invention will be explained below. The strip rolling mill calibration device includes: a calibration device body 201; vertical external force transmitting members 202a, 202b for receiving an external force given in the vertical direction; and load cells 203a, 203b for measuring the external force given in the vertical direction. A size in the vertical direction of the calibration device body is approximately the same as the total size of the top and the bottom work roll (not shown in Figs. 19 and 20) of the rolling mill. Accordingly, after the top and the bottom work roll have been removed from the rolling mill, the calibration device body can be incorporated into the rolling mill as shown in Figs. 19 and 20.

[0240] In the example shown in Figs. 19 and 20, the vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a, 202b are rotated round the pivots 204a, 204b so that they can not interfere with other components when the calibration device is incorporated in the rolling mill. Therefore, the height of the overall calibration device can be decreased when the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill. When these pivots 204a, 204b are arranged in this way, it is possible to prevent the vertical direction external force transmission members 202a, 202b from transmitting moment to the calibration device body 1. Therefore, it is preferable to arrange these pivots 204a, 204b.

[0241] On work side WS of the calibration device body 201, there are provided calibration device positioning members 208a, 208b which are protruding from the calibration device body 201. When the calibration device body 201 is incorporated into the rolling mill from work side WS, these calibration device positioning members 208a, 208b come into contact with the housing post so that the calibration device body 201 can be positioned in the axial direction of the roll. However, after the calibration device has been once positioned, loads should not be given to the calibration device positioning members 208a, 208b. For example, after the calibration device body 201 has been incorporated into the rolling mill, it is preferable that the calibration device positioning members 208a, 208b can be moved onto work side WS or retracted into the calibration device body 201.

[0242] In this case, a cross-membersal configuration of the calibration device body 201 is not shown in the drawing. However, in principle, this calibration device is used when the rolling mill is stopped. Therefore, unlike the work roll, it is unnecessary that the cross-members of the calibration device body 201 is formed into a circle. That is, the cross-members of the calibration device body 201 should be concave rather than circular in order to decrease Hertz stress acting between the calibration device body 201 and the backup roll 212a, 212b. In other words, it is practical that a portion of the calibration device body 201 in contact with the backup roll is formed into a concave configuration.

[0243] An external force in the vertical direction, the intensity of which is known, can be given to the rolling mill as follows. As shown by broken lines in Figs. 19 and 20, a force in the upward direction is given via the vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a, 202b, for example, by an overhead crane, and an intensity of this force is measured by the load cells 203a, 203b for measuring the external force in the vertical direction. In this way, the rolling mill can be given the external force in the vertical direction, the intensity of which is already known.

[0244] Referring to Figs. 21 and 22, still another embodiment of the strip rolling mill calibration device of the present invention will be explained below.

[0245] The strip rolling mill shown in Figs. 21 and 22 is composed in such a manner that a slide member 205 is provided
in a portion in contact with the top backup roll 212a in addition to the structure of the rolling mill shown in Figs. 19 and 20. The slide member 205 is slidably attached to the calibration device body 201 via the slide bearing 207 so that it can freely slide in the axial direction of the calibration device body 201. A position of the slide member 205 is controlled by the slide member position control unit 206.

While the calibration device is being incorporated into the rolling mill or while a load is being given by the roll positioning devices or the external device of the rolling mill in the vertical direction, this slide member position control device 206 fixes a relative position of the sliding member with respect to the calibration device body 201, and after the load in the vertical direction has been given, the thrust force given to the slide member is released. The above can be easily accomplished by a hydraulic drive system. When the calibration device is composed as described above, a thrust force generated by a frictional force acting between the calibration device and the backup roll can be released under the condition that the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill. Therefore, the load given to the rolling mill can be accurately determined.

In this connection, in the example shown in Figs. 21 and 22, the slide member is provided only on the upper side, however, the slide member may be provided on the lower side. However, in the case of the calibration device of this embodiment, after the calibration device has been incorporated into the rolling mill, the calibration device positioning members 208a, 208b are preferably moved and retracted. In the above case, only the frictional forces acting on the contact faces with the top and the bottom backup roll are thrust forces acting on the calibration device. Therefore, when a slide member is provided in one of the top and the bottom roll so as to release the thrust force, another thrust force, which is roll forces, becomes zero. For the above reasons, it is not indispensable to provide the slide member in both the upper and the lower calibration device. When the slide member is provided in one of the upper and the lower calibration device, it is preferable that the slide member is provided on the upper side like the example shown in Figs. 21 and 22 from the viewpoint of enhancing the stability of the calibration device body 201.

Referring to Fig. 23, a strip rolling mill calibration device of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below.

The calibration devices 209a, 209b are attached to the neck portions 212a, 212b protruding outside from the roll chocks of the top backup roll 211a. An external force given from the outside to the rolling mill is transmitted to the backup roll necks 212a, 212b by the vertical direction external force transmission members 202a, 202b. Also in this example, there are provided pivots 204a, 204b between the calibration device bodies 209a, 209b, which are attached to the roll end portions, and the vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a, 202b. Due to the above structure, no moment is directly transmitted between them.

For example, when a force in the upper direction is given by an overhead crane (not shown) to the calibration devices 209a, 209b attached to the backup roll necks 212a, 212b so as to measure an intensity of the force by the load cells 203a, 203b for measuring the external force in the vertical direction, it becomes possible to give an external force in the vertical direction, the intensity of which is already known, to the rolling mill.

Fig. 23 shows an example in which a pair of calibration devices are arranged on work WS and drive DS side. However, from the viewpoint of giving a load which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, one of the calibration devices may be arranged on work WS or drive DS side. It is possible to attach the calibration devices 209a, 209b not to the bottom roll necks but the backup roll chocks.

The calibration work can be conducted more simply by this calibration device when the rolling mill is stopped than when the rolling mill is operated. However, in order to determine the deformation characteristic of the roll bearing members in the process of rolling, bearings may be arranged in the calibration devices 209a, 209b. In general, this calibration device may be attached to the rolling mill only when the calibration work is carried out. However, even if the calibration devices are attached to the backup roll chocks or the backup roll necks, when the bearings are arranged inside, the calibration devices can be attached to the rolling mill at all times.

In the example shown in Fig. 21, an external force is given from the outside of the rolling mill to the top backup roll. However, the present invention is not limited to the above specific example, but an external force may be given from the outside of the rolling mill to the bottom backup roll, and further an external force may be given to one of the top and the bottom work roll.

In the examples explained above, the external force in the vertical direction is given by an overhead crane. However, the external force may be given by utilizing power of a roll changing carriage or by utilizing a hydraulic device specifically arranged on a floor foundation of a factory.

Referring to Fig. 24, a strip rolling mill calibration device of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below.

In the example shown in Fig. 24, the calibration devices 209a, 209b are attached to the neck portions of the bottom backup roll. The vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a, 202b connected with the pivots 204a, 204b are given an external force in the vertical direction by the vertical direction external force loading actuators 210a, 210b. The vertical direction external force loading actuators 210a, 210b are fixed to the foundation on the floor in the vertical direction. Therefore, external forces in the vertical direction can be given by the vertical direction external
force loading actuators 210a, 210b to the vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a, 202b via the load cells 203a, 203b.

When the vertical direction external force loading actuators 210a, 210b are of a hydraulic drive type, it is possible to make the apparatus compact, however, it is possible to adopt the vertical direction external force loading actuators of an electric drive type. In this type calibration device, it is necessary to remove the calibration devices 209a, 209b when the backup rolls are changed. In the example shown in Fig. 24, the calibration device 209a, 209b including the vertical direction external force loading actuators 210a, 210b are slid in both the axial direction of the roll and the rolling direction, so that they can be detached from the backup roll necks 212c, 212d.

When the above strip rolling mill calibration device is used, an external force, the intensity of which is known, can be given to the rolling mill. In this connection, even in the example in which an external force is given from the floor foundation as shown in Fig. 24, the external force may be given to not only the bottom backup roll but also the top backup roll or one of the top and the bottom work roll.

Next, referring to Fig. 25, a preferred embodiment of a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill of the present invention, in which the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 21 and 22 is used, will be explained below.

First, the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 21 and 22 is incorporated into a four rolling mill from which the top and the bottom work roll are removed (step S200). At this time, the slide member 205 is fixed at a position in the axial direction of the roll, and the calibration device 209 is driven by the top 211a and the bottom backup roll 211b when the roll positioning devices 1 is driven. In this way, the calibration device 209 is given a load in the vertical direction. The roll positioning devices 1 is controlled while an intensity of the load in the vertical direction is being measured by the load cells 214a, 214b used for measuring the rolling load so that the intensity of the load in the vertical direction can become a predetermined value.

Next, the slide member position control device 206 of the calibration device, which has been set at the position fixing mode until now, is released, so that a thrust force acting on the slide member 205 is substantially made to be zero. Under the above condition, values of output of the load cells 214a, 214b for measuring the rolling load of the rolling mill are measured (step S202). Next, a hook 216a of an overhead crane is set at the vertical direction external force transmitting member 202a of the calibration device. While the load is being monitored by the vertical direction external force measuring load cell 203a, the overhead crane is operated, so that a predetermined external force is given in the upward direction (step S204). Under the above condition, values of output of the rolling load measuring load cells 214a, 214b of the rolling mill and values of output of the vertical direction external force measuring load cell 203a of the calibration device are measured (step S206).

As described above, from changes in the measured values of the load cell loads 214a, 214b of the rolling mill before and after a load, the intensity of which is already known, is given by the overhead crane, the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for the load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, is found (step S208). A specific example of this method of calculation will be further explained as follows.

First, under the condition that no external load in the vertical direction is given to the calibration device, load distributions acting on the calibration device and the backup roll become symmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides from the equilibrium condition of the force in the vertical direction of the overall calibration device and also from the equilibrium condition of the moment. Actually, the load on the lower side is heavier than the load on the upper side by the weight of the calibration device itself. However, in this case, the important thing is a difference between the rolling mill deformation when an external force in the vertical direction is given from the outside of the rolling mill and the rolling mill deformation when no external force in the vertical direction is given from the outside of the rolling mill. Since no changes are caused between them with respect to the weight of the calibration device. Therefore, it is possible to conduct calculation while the weight of the calibration device is neglected. For the same reasons, when a load acting between the bottom backup roll chock and the rolling mill housing is considered, it is unnecessary to give consideration to the weight of the bottom backup roll.

Accordingly, in the rolling mill having no load cells on the lower side shown in Figs. 21 and 22, a load in the vertical direction given to the chocks of the bottom backup roll 211b on work WS and drive DS side can be calculated by the equations of equilibrium condition of the force in the vertical direction and the moment of a thing in which the top backup roll 211a, the calibration device 201 and the bottom backup roll 211b are totaled. This state becomes a reference state. A distribution in the axial direction of the roll in this reference state of the load in the vertical direction acting on the contact portion of the calibration device with the top and the bottom backup roll can be accurately calculated including an asymmetrical component between work WS and drive DS by the equations of equilibrium condition of the force and moment of the top and the bottom backup roll.

Next, in the case where an external force, the intensity of which is already known, is given to the vertical direction external force transmitting member of the calibration device, a state of balance of the load given to the rolling mill in the vertical and the traverse direction is different from the reference state described above. In this case, a force acting between the bottom backup roll chock and the rolling mill housing is calculated by the equations of equilibrium condition of the force in the vertical direction and the moment of a thing in which the top backup roll 211a, the calibration device
201 and the bottom backup roll 211b are totaled. This is different from the above reference state at the point in which not only the force given by the top and the bottom backup roll chock but also the external force in the upward direction given to the vertical direction external force transmitting member 202a is considered.

The unknown numbers in the above forces are two forces acting on the bottom backup roll chock. Therefore, when the two equations of equilibrium condition of the force and moment described above are solved, the above unknown numbers can be immediately found. Next, the load distributions in the vertical direction acting between the top backup roll 211a and the calibration device 201 and also between the bottom backup roll 211b and the calibration device 201 are respectively found by solving the equations of equilibrium condition of the force and moment acting on the top and the bottom backup roll. The bend of the top and the bottom backup roll and the flattening deformation at the contact portions of the top and the bottom backup roll with the calibration device are calculated from the above load distributions and the forces acting on the backup roll chocks. From the condition in which this quantity of deformation and the quantity of deformation of the rolling mill housing and the reduction system are fitted, it is possible to find a change in the quantity of deformation of the housing and the reduction system.

In this connection, the flattening deformation characteristic at the contact members of the backup roll with the calibration device is required. This flattening deformation characteristic is previously found as follows. The calibration device is previously incorporated into the rolling mill, and the roll positioning devices is operated under the condition that no external force is acting, and tightening is conducted by the roll positioning devices at various loads including an asymmetrical load acting between work WS and drive DS side. In this way, the flattening deformation characteristic is found with respect to the roll forces and the output of the load cell for measuring the rolling load. When a quantity of deformation of the rolling mill housing and the reduction system is calculated for various external forces, it becomes possible to find the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides (step S210).

In this connection, in the above embodiments, an external force in the upward direction is given by an overhead crane on only WS side of the rolling mill so as to find the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower side of the rolling mill. However, in order to give asymmetry in the reverse direction, it is preferable that an external force in the upward direction is also given to drive DS side via the vertical direction external force transmitting member 202b and the same procedure is taken. It is also preferable that an external force is simultaneously given to the vertical direction external force transmitting members 202a and 202b.

Referring to Fig. 26, a preferred embodiment of the strip rolling mill calibration method conducted by the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Fig. 24 will be explained below.

First, the strip rolling mill calibration device 209a shown in Fig. 24 is set at the neck portion 212c on the work side of the bottom backup roll 211b of a four rolling mill. Under the condition that the work rolls 13a, 13b and the backup rolls 11a, 11b are incorporated into the rolling mill, tightening is conducted to a predetermined load by the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill while the kiss-roll state is being maintained (step S230). Usually, the above tightening work is conducted so that a load in the vertical direction can not be given by the calibration device. If the load in the vertical direction is given by the roll positioning devices under the condition that a predetermined tightening load is acting, this load in the vertical direction is released. This release of the load is confirmed by the vertical direction external force measuring load cell 203a. After that, outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 214a, 214b of the rolling mill are measured (step S232).

Next, the vertical direction external force loading actuator 210a of the calibration device is operated, so that a predetermined external force is given in the vertical direction (step S234). Under the above condition, outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 214a, 214b of the rolling mill are measured, and also an output of the vertical direction external force measuring load cell 203a of the calibration device is measured (step S236).

As described above, from a change in the outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 214a, 214b before and after an external force in the vertical direction, the intensity of which is already known, is given by the calibration device, the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower side can be found (step S238). The specific calculation method is essentially the same as that of the embodiment shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, only the points different from the above embodiment will be additionally explained here.

First, a load acting between the bottom backup roll chock and the rolling mill housing in the reference state is calculated by the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the vertical direction of a thing in which the top and the bottom backup roll and the top and bottom work roll are totaled and also by the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment. Next, the load distribution acting on the barrel portion of each roll is calculated from the equation of equilibrium condition of the force in the vertical direction acting on each roll and also from the equation of equilibrium condition of the moment. When an external force different from the reference state is given, the calculation is essentially the same. Only the different point is that consideration is given to an external force in the vertical direction which is given to the bottom backup roll from the calibration device.

In this connection, the deformation characteristic for an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides of the rolling mill is found by giving an external force in the vertical direction only on work side WS of the bottom roll.
backup roll. It is preferable that an external force in the vertical direction is given onto drive DS side of the bottom backup roll via the calibration device 209b and the same procedure is carried out. It is also preferable that the external force is simultaneously given to the vertical direction external force transmitting members 209a, 209b.

In this connection, an object of the strip rolling mill calibration method of the present invention is to find a deformation characteristic of a rolling mill when an asymmetrical load is given to the upper and lower sides. It is possible to accurately measure the deformation of the roll system for an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides. Therefore, the calculation of the deformation of the roll system results in finding the deformation characteristic of the roll system and the reduction system of a rolling mill. From the above viewpoint, when the following method is adopted, the same object can be accomplished. For example, all the rolls including the backup rolls are removed from the rolling mill, and a calibration device, the configuration of which is the same as the configuration of all the rolls, is incorporated into the rolling mill. Then, an external force in the vertical direction, the intensity of which is already known, is given, and outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells are measured.

In the above embodiment, the rolling load measuring load cells of a rolling mill are arranged at the upper positions of the rolling mill. However, it should be noted that the present invention can be applied to a rolling mill in which the load cells are arranged at the lower positions, and further the present invention can be applied to a rolling mill in which the load cells are arranged at both the upper and the lower position. Especially, in the case of a rolling mill in which the load cells are arranged at the upper and the lower position, it is possible to directly measure the upper and lower load given to the rolling mill housing. Accordingly, the deformation characteristic for an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides of the rolling mill can be more accurately found. The thus found deformation characteristic can be easily utilized for the control conducted during the process of rolling and also it can be easily utilized for the setting calculation conducted before rolling.

Referring to Figs. 28 and 29, a strip rolling mill calibration device of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below.

The strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29 includes: a calibration device body 301; an upper 302a and a lower slide member 302b attached to the calibration device body 301 via slide bearings 303a, 303b so that the slide members can be freely moved in the axial direction of the roll; slide force loading actuators 305a, 305b which are connected with the slide members via load cells 304a, 304b and fixed to the calibration device body 301; a vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 for measuring a vertical direction load given to the calibration device; and rolls 307a, 307b for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces, which are provided on only work side WS.

Concerning the outside configuration of this strip rolling mill calibration device, its size in the vertical direction is approximately twice as large as the diameter of the work roll in the case of a four rolling mill which is an object of calibration. As shown by the broken lines in Figs. 28 and 29, this calibration device can be given a tightening load, the intensity of which can be arbitrarily determined, via the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b of the rolling mill which is an object of calibration.

Under the condition that a load in the vertical direction is given between the top backup roll 312a and this calibration device and also between the bottom backup roll 312b and this calibration device, the actuators 305a, 305b give thrust forces, the intensities of which are arbitrarily determined, to the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b, and the load cells 304a, 304b measure the intensities of the thrust forces.

Cross-membersal configurations of the upper 302a and the lower slide member 302b are not shown in the drawing. However, in principle, this calibration device is used when the rolling mill is stopped. Therefore, unlike the work roll, it is unnecessary that the cross-members of the slide member is formed into a circle. That is, the cross-members of the slide member should be concave rather than circular in order to decrease Hertz stress acting between the slide member and the backup roll 312a, 312b. In other words, it is practical that a portion of the slide member in contact with the backup roll is formed into a concave configuration and that the slide bearing is formed into a flat shape so that the bearing can be easily arranged.

The actuators 305a, 305b for giving a thrust force may be of an electric motor drive type, however, it is preferable that the actuators 305a, 305b are of hydraulic drive type in which hydraulic pressure is supplied from the outside of the calibration device, because the structure of the calibration device can be simplified and a strong thrust force can be easily obtained. It is preferable that the actuators 305a, 305b for giving a thrust force are operated as follows. When the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill or the calibration device is removed from the rolling mill, the actuators 305a, 305b for giving a thrust force are used for fixing the slide members 302a, 302b. After the calibration device has been incorporated into the rolling mill and a load in the vertical direction has been given by the backup roll as described before, the actuators 305a, 305b for giving a thrust force are used in the mode of giving a thrust force.

In the example shown in Figs. 28 and 29, the slide members 302a, 302b for giving a thrust force are arranged in the upper and the lower portion of the calibration device body. However, even if only one of the upper slide member 302a and the lower slide member 302b is arranged, the fundamental function can be accomplished. However, in this
case, thrust counterforces given to the slide member becomes substantially the same as the thrust force acting between
the other backup roll and the calibration device body. In order to make both the forces to be strictly the same, the thrust
reaction forces support members 307a, 307b may be omitted.

Further, it is possible to provide the following variation. A slide member similar to the slide members 302a, 302b is arranged only in one of the upper and the lower portion, and a thrust force, the intensity of which is already known, is acted between a thrust reaction forces support member, which is similar to the thrust reaction forces support
members 307a, 307b, and a fixing member such as a rolling mill housing or a keeper strip. Even if the above structure is adopted, the substantially same function as that of the calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29 can be obtained.

In the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, there is provided a vertical direction load distribution measuring
device 306 at the center of the calibration device body 301. The vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 may be composed in such a manner that common load cells are arranged in the axial direction of the roll. However, from the viewpoint of mechanical structure, it is preferable to adopt the following structure.

As shown in Figs. 28 and 29, a plurality of holes arranged in the axial direction of the roll are formed at the center of the calibration device body 301. A change in the size of each hole with respect to the upward and downward direction caused when a load in the vertical direction is given is measured by a compact displacement detector of high resolution such as a differential transformer. When the above structure is adopted, it is impossible to directly measure the load distribution in the vertical direction by a quantity of deformation of each hole. Therefore, it is necessary to previously conduct calibration as follows. Profiles of the backup rolls 312a, 312b or the upper 302a and the lower slide member 302b in the axial direction of the roll are previously changed, and tightening is conducted by the roll positioning devices while a difference is made between the roll forces on work side WS and that on drive side DS of the rolling mill.

After the above preliminary experiment has been completed, load distributions between the backup roll 312a and the calibration device body and also between the backup roll 312b and the calibration device body are calculated from the measured values of the loads measured by the load cells 314a to 314d arranged on work side WS and drive side DS of the rolling mill. The thus obtained load distribution is made to correspond to the measured values of the quantities of changes in the sizes of the holes arranged in the axial direction of the roll. In this way, the calibration for measuring the vertical direction load distribution is executed.

In this connection, in the example shown in Figs. 28 and 29, five measuring devices 306 described above are arranged in the axial direction of the roll. In order to find a difference between the load in the vertical direction on work side WS and the load in the vertical direction on drive side DS, it is necessary to arrange at least two measuring devices in the axial direction of the roll, and it is preferable that not less than five measuring devices are arranged in the axial direction of the roll.

In the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 is arranged at the center of the calibration device body 301. When the vertical direction load distribution acting between the top backup roll 312a and the calibration device is different from the vertical direction load distribution acting between the bottom backup roll 312b and the calibration device, the averaged load distribution is measured. As described later, it is actually necessary to measure the vertical direction load distribution with respect to the axial direction of the roll acting between the top backup roll 312a and the calibration device, and also it is actually necessary to measure the vertical direction load distribution with respect to the axial direction of the roll acting between the bottom backup roll 312b and the calibration device. In order to directly measure the above load distributions, the vertical direction load distribution measuring devices 306 can be arranged in the upper 302a and the lower slide member 302b. Further, the following arrangement may be adopted. The upper 302a and the lower slide member 302b are made as thin as possible, and the vertical direction load distribution measuring devices 306 are arranged at an upper position and a lower position of the calibration device body 301 which are located close to the slide bearings of the upper 302a and the lower slide member 302b.

In the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration
device body 301 is supported by the housing post 315 of the rolling mill or the keeper strips 316a, 316b via the rolls 307a, 307b for supporting the resultant force which are located at the substantial middle point of the position in the vertical direction of the face on which the calibration device body comes into contact with the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b.

When a resultant force of the thrust counterforces is supported at this position, a new moment generated by
the force acting on the resultant force support roll 307a, 307b can be reduced to the minimum, so that the calibration
device 301 seldom receives the new moment. Therefore, the calibration method described later can be simply and highly accurately carried out.

Further, since the resultant force of the thrust counterforces is supported by the support member 307a, 307b of a roll type in the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, a frictional force in the vertical direction acting between the support member and the housing post or the keeper strip of the rolling mill can be suppressed to the minimum. Therefore, it is possible to suppress a redundant moment generated in the calibration device to the minimum. Therefore, the rolling mill calibration method described later can be highly accurately carried out. In this connection, in the embodiment shown...
in Figs. 28 and 29, one roll is arranged for each housing post, however, it is possible to arrange a plurality of rolls for housing post. However, in order to prevent the plurality of rolls from giving moment to the calibration device body 301, it is necessary to take a countermeasure such as inserting a pivot mechanism.

[0292] In the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, the roll, which is a support member of the resultant force of the thrust counterforces, is arranged only on work side WS. Therefore, the calibration device can be easily incorporated into the rolling mill. Further, since the thrust force giving actuator is also arranged only on work side WS, the thrust force is balanced only on work side WS of the calibration device. Accordingly, inner stress caused by the thrust force and the thrust counterforces is not transmitted to the center and drive side DS of the calibration device, and it becomes possible to avoid the occurrence of a redundant deformation of the calibration device. This is advantageous for enhancing the measurement accuracy of the vertical direction load distribution measurement device described before.

[0293] Referring to Figs. 30 and 31, a calibration device of still another embodiment of the present invention will be explained below. In the example shown in Figs. 30 and 31, there are provided rolls for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces on both work side WS and drive side DS. The above structure is more advantageous than the structure of the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29 in such a manner that it becomes unnecessary to give consideration to the keeper strips 316a, 316b and the keeper strip fixing metal fittings 317a, 317b. On the other hand, in the embodiment shown in Figs. 30 and 31, there is a possibility that the resultant force supporting rolls 308a, 308b on drive side DS interfere with the calibration device when the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill. In order to solve the above problems, for example, as shown by reference numerals 309a, 309b in Figs. 30 and 31, it is necessary to accommodate the resultant force supporting rolls 308a, 308b on drive side DS. Further, when a force is acting between the resultant force support rolls 308a, 308b on drive side DS and the housing post 315, a thrust force in the calibration device is transmitted from the thrust force loading actuator to the resultant force supporting rolls 308a, 308b on drive side DS via the center of the calibration device body 301. Accordingly, compared with a case in which a force is acting between the resultant force supporting rolls 307a, 307b on work side WS and the housing post, a load given to the calibration device body 301 becomes different and also deformation of the calibration device body 301 becomes different, which could be a cause of deteriorating the measurement accuracy. Therefore, consideration must be given to this matter.

[0294] Referring to Figs. 32 and 33, still another embodiment of the calibration device of the present invention will be explained below. In the embodiment shown in Figs. 32 and 33, in addition to the embodiment shown in Figs. 28 and 29, there are provided vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b through which a force in the vertical direction given from the outside can be received by both end portions of the calibration device body 301, and load cells 311a, 311b for measuring the external force in the vertical direction.

[0295] In the embodiment shown in Figs. 32 and 33, in order to prevent the vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b from interfering with other members when the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill, the vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b can be rotated so that the height of the overall calibration device can be decreased. This rotating function of the vertical direction external force transmitting members is provided by the structure of pivots. It is preferable to provide the pivots as described above, because it is possible to avoid the vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b from transmitting moment to the calibration device body 301. As shown by the broken lines in Figs. 32 and 33, a load in the vertical direction can be given to the calibration device by an overhead crane 18a or 18b via the above vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b. An intensity of the external force can be accurately measured by the load cell 311a or 311b.

[0296] When the external force in the vertical direction, which is completely independent from the rolling mill, is given to the calibration device, it becomes possible to give a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, the intensity of which is already known, to the rolling mill. Therefore, when a load cell load of the rolling mill is measured and analyzed, it becomes possible to determine the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides which is caused by the thrust force generated between the rolls in the process of rolling. In the calibration device shown in Figs. 32 and 33, the vertical direction external force transmitting members 310a, 310b are arranged on both work side WS and drive side DS. However, the vertical direction external force transmitting member may be arranged only on work side WS or drive side DS.

[0297] In the embodiment shown in Figs. 32 and 33, the external force is a tensile load given from the upside. However, it is possible to adopt the following structure. For example, when a pulley (not shown) is provided on a floor under the calibration device, it becomes possible to give a tensile load from the lower side by utilizing an overhead crane or a drive unit of a roll change carriage. Further, the following arrangement may be adopted. A specific external force loading device (not shown) for giving a force in the vertical direction to the calibration device is arranged, and this external force is received.

[0298] Referring to Fig. 34, a preferred embodiment of a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill of the present invention, in which the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29 is used, will be explained below.

[0299] First, the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29 is incorporated into a four rolling mill from which the top and the bottom backup roll have been removed (shown in step S300). At this time, the upper and lower slide members 302a, 302b are fixed at positions in the axial direction of the roll. In this case, under the condition that
the keeper strips 316a, 316b on work side WS of the rolling mill and the keeper strip fixing metal fittings 317a, 317b are released, the calibration member is incorporated into the rolling mill. After the calibration member has been incorporated in the rolling mill, the keeper strips 316a, 316b and the keeper strip fixing metal fittings are returned to positions shown in Figs. 28 and 29, and the calibration device is fixed in the axial direction of the roll.

[0300] At this time, in order to smoothly rotate the rolls 307a, 307b for supporting the resultant force of the thrust counterforces given to the calibration device, it is preferable that a clearance between the housing post of the rolling mill and the keeper strip is made to be a little larger than the diameter of the roll 307a, 307b. In order to accurately measure an intensity of the thrust force given to the calibration device, it is preferable that the characteristics of the upper 303a and the lower slide bearing 303b are determined as follows.

[0301] Immediately after the calibration device has been incorporated into the rolling mill, the keeper strips 316a, 316b are opened, and the calibration device is tightened by the backup rolls 312a, 312b when the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill is driven. Under the above condition, the upper and lower thrust force loading actuators 305a, 305b of the calibration device are operated, so that the slide members 302a, 302b are oscillated by the actuators in the axial direction of the roll. In this case, the slide members 302a, 302b are given a tightening load by the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b as described above. Therefore, frictional forces are generated on the contact faces of the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b. Due to the above frictional forces, the calibration body 301, which is not fixed in the axial direction of the roll, is oscillated in the axial direction. At this time, it is possible to find coefficients of friction, which is generated by the slide bearings 303a, 303b, by the loads measured by the load cells 304a, 304b for measuring the thrust force. It is preferable that this experiment is made when the tightening load given by the backup rolls is changed by several levels.

[0302] Next, under the condition that the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill, the calibration device is tightened to a predetermined tightening load by the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b when the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill is driven (step S300). The thrust force loading actuators 305a, 305b of the calibration device, which had been set into the position fixing mode, is set into the thrust force control mode, and the thrust force generated in the process of tightening conducted by the roll positioning devices is released, which is confirmed by the thrust force measuring load cells. Under the above condition, outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 314a, 314b, 314c, 314d are measured, and also an output of the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 of the calibration device is measured (step S302).

[0303] Next, the thrust force loading actuators 305a, 305b of the calibration device are operated, and the thrust forces of the same direction are given to the top and the bottom backup roll, so that the load of the upper load cell and the load of the lower load cell are made to be substantially equal to each other, and the load of the right load cell and the load of the left load cell are made to be different from each other (step S304). Under the above condition, outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 314a, 314b, 314c, 314d are measured, and also outputs of the thrust force measuring load cells 304a, 304b of the calibration device are measured, and also an output of the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 of the calibration device is measured (step S306).

[0304] Under the above condition, the intensity of the thrust counterforces generated from the upper thrust loading actuator is approximately the same as the intensity of the thrust counterforces generated from the lower thrust loading actuator, and further, the direction of the thrust counterforces generated from the upper thrust loading actuator is the same as the direction of the thrust counterforces generated from the lower thrust loading actuator. Accordingly, the thrust counterforces of the upper and the lower actuator are supported by the housing post 315 or the keeper strips 316a, 316b of the rolling mill via the resultant force supporting rolls 307a, 307b for supporting the thrust counterforces. However, due to the above structure of the calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29, this thrust counterforces gives a very low intensity of moment to the calibration device. Accordingly, as long as a big difference is not caused between the thrust counterforces generated to the upper slide member and the thrust counterforces given to the lower slide member, a load distribution measured by the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 of the calibration device becomes the same as the vertical direction load distribution acting between the top backup roll and the calibration device and also between the bottom backup roll and the calibration device. However, in this case, a thrust force is given by the calibration device so that the load of the upper load cell and the load of the lower load cell can be substantially equal to each other. Therefore, depending upon the characteristic of the rolling mill, there is a possibility that a relatively big difference is caused between the upper thrust force and the lower thrust force. In this case, the moment generated in the calibration device by the difference between the upper thrust counterforces and the lower thrust counterforces can be equilibrated by a change in the moment caused by a change in the vertical direction load distribution acting on the contact portion between the top backup roll and the calibration device and also between the bottom backup roll and the calibration device. Accordingly, even in the above case, by the equilibrium condition of moment of the calibration device, from the difference between the upper and the lower load distribution in the vertical direction measured by the center of the calibration device and also from the difference between the upper and the lower thrust force, the vertical direction load distribution acting between the backup rolls and the calibration device can be accurately found, that is, at least the linear expression component of the coordinate of the axial direction of the roll relating to the moment can be accurately found.
For example, concerning the top roll system, the following can be measured or estimated.

\[ T_b^\top : \text{Thrust force given by the calibration device to between the backup rolls} \]

\[ p_{df_b}^\top : \text{Difference of the vertical direction linear load distribution between the calibration device and the backup roll on the work side and that on the drive side} \]

\[ p_{dfT} : \text{Difference of the measured value of the rolling mill load cell on the work side and that on the drive side} \]

In this case, the linear load distribution is defined as a distribution in the axial direction of the roll of the tightening load acting on the roll barrel portion. A load per unit barrel length is referred to as a linear load. In order to clearly express a component relating to moment, a distribution of the vertical direction linear load in the axial direction of the roll is linearly approximated, and \( p_{dfT} \) expresses a difference of the vertical direction linear load in the axial direction on the work side and that on the drive side. Of course, even if a component of higher degree such as a cubic expression component or a fifth degree expression component is considered, the same calculation can be performed.

The application point \( h_b^\top \) of the thrust counterforces of the backup roll is found from the above quantities, which have already been known, as follows (step S308). In this case, \( h_b^\top \) is a distance in the vertical direction between a contact face position of the lower face of the top backup roll barrel members with the calibration device and an application point position of the thrust counterforces of the backup roll.

The equilibrium condition of moment of the top backup roll is given by the following equation.

\[ T_b^\top \cdot h_b^\top + p_{df_b}^\top (l_b^\top)^2/12 = p_{dfT} \cdot a_b^\top /2 \]

In the above equation, \( l_b^\top \) is a length of the contact region of the top backup roll with the calibration device. Usually, \( l_b^\top \) is equal to the length of the barrel of the top backup roll. Also, \( a_b^\top \) is a distance between the reduction fulcums of the top backup roll. It is possible to immediately find \( h_b^\top \) from the above equation. It is possible to simply find the position of the application point of the thrust counterforces of the bottom backup roll in the same manner as that described above.

Referring to Fig. 35, a preferred embodiment of a method of calibration of a strip rolling mill of the present invention, in which the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 28 and 29 is used, will be explained below.

First, the calibration device is incorporated into the rolling mill in the same manner as that of the embodiment shown in Fig. 34. After that, the keeper strips 316a, 316b and the keeper strip fixing metal fittings 317a, 317b are set, so that the calibration device body 301 is substantially fixed in the axial direction of the roll. Under the above condition, the calibration device is tightened to a predetermined tightening load by the top and the bottom backup roll when the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill is driven (step S310). Next, the actuators 305a, 305b for giving a thrust force, which have been set into the fixed position mode until now, are set in the thrust force control mode, so that a thrust force generated in the process of tightening by the roll positioning devices is released. This release is confirmed by the thrust force measuring load cells 304a, 314b, 314c, 314d are measured, and also an output of the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 of the calibration device is measured (step S312).

Next, thrust forces, the intensities of which are substantially the same and the directions of which are reverse to each other, are given the top 312a and the bottom backup roll 312b by the thrust force giving actuators 305a, 305b of the calibration device, so that the rolling mill is given a load in such a manner that the load of the upper load cell and that of the lower load cell are different from each other (step S314). Under the above condition, outputs of the rolling load measuring load cells 314a, 314b, 314c, 314d are measured, and also outputs of the thrust force measuring load cells 304a, 304b of the calibration device are measured, and also an output of the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306 of the calibration device is measured (step S316).

Under the above condition, the intensity of the thrust counterforces generated from the upper thrust loading actuator 305a is approximately the same as the intensity of the thrust counterforces generated from the lower thrust loading actuator 305b, and the direction of the thrust counterforces generated from the upper thrust loading actuator 305a is reverse to the direction of the thrust counterforces generated from the lower thrust loading actuator 305b. Accordingly, the roll forces of the upper and the lower thrust force are equilibrated to each other in the calibration device. Therefore, the rolls 307a, 307b for supporting the resultant force of the thrust counterforces are seldom given a load. For example, when the top backup roll 312a is given a thrust force in the direction of work side WS and the bottom backup roll 312b is given a thrust force in the direction of drive side DS, an upper load of the rolling mill on work side WS is heavier than a lower load of the rolling mill on work side WS, and an upper load of the rolling mill on drive side DS is lighter than a lower load of the rolling mill on drive side DS. As described above, the rolling mill is given a load which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and the lower side and also asymmetrical with respect to the work and the drive side. In general, the deformation of the reduction system and that of the housing are asymmetrical with respect to work side WS and drive side DS. As a result, the vertical direction load distribution, which has been substantially
symmetrical with respect to work side WS and drive side DS in the beginning, becomes asymmetrical with respect to work side WS and drive side DS. When this change in the vertical direction load distribution is measured by the vertical direction load distribution measuring device 306, it becomes possible to find the deformation characteristic of the reduction system and the housing of the rolling mill (step S318).

In this connection, in order to execute the above method, under the condition that the thrust force is zero, the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Fig. 28 is previously tightened at various loads while the load on work side WS and that on drive side DS are equilibrated to each other, and the deformation characteristic of the calibration device itself is found from the roll forces and the output of the rolling load measuring load cell.

Next, an embodiment of the strip rolling mill calibration method, in which the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 32 and 33 is used, will be explained as follows. In the same manner as that described above, the strip rolling mill calibration device shown in Figs. 32 and 33 is incorporated into a rolling mill from which the work rolls have been removed. The calibration device is tightened to a predetermined load by the top and the bottom backup roll when the roll positioning devices of the rolling mill is driven. Next; a predetermined load in the upward direction is given to the end portion of the calibration device on work side WS by the overhead crane 18a. The thus given external force in the vertical direction can be accurately measured by the vertical direction external force measuring load cell arranged at the end portion of the calibration device. Accordingly, in this case, even if the rolling load measuring load cells are not provided in both the upper and the lower members of the rolling mill, as long as one of the upper and the lower load cell load can be measured, the vertical direction load given to the backup roll chock on the side having no load cell can be calculated from the force given to the overall calibration device and the equation of equilibrium condition of moment. Therefore, from a change in the load cell load of the rolling mill before and after the external force in the vertical direction is given by the overhead crane, it becomes possible to find the deformation characteristic of the reduction system and the housing of the rolling mill for the asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides.

According to the present invention, the leveling setting and control of a rolling mill, which are conventionally conducted by an operator, can be automated. Further, the leveling setting and control can be conducted by the method of the present invention more accurately and appropriately than the conventional method. As a result, the frequency of (lateral) traveling and problems of threading can be greatly decreased in the rolling operation. Furthermore, the occurrence of camber and wedge-shaped strip thickness can be greatly decreased. Therefore, the cost of rolling can be decreased and the quality of products can be enhanced.

When the strip rolling mill calibration device of the present invention is used and the strip rolling mill calibration method of the present invention is executed, it is possible to find the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill by a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides generated by the thrust force between the rolls. Therefore, even when the load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides is generated, it is possible to accurately estimate a state of deformation of the rolling mill for the load. As a result, the reduction leveling setting and control, in which values measured by the detection ends of the rolling load measuring load cells of the rolling mill are used, can be very accurately executed as compared with the method of the prior art. Accordingly, the rolling operation can be very accurately executed as compared with the method of the prior art. As a result, the frequency of (lateral) traveling and problems of threading can be greatly decreased in the rolling operation. Furthermore, the occurrence of camber and wedge-shaped strip thickness can be greatly decreased. Therefore, the cost of rolling can be decreased and the quality of products can be enhanced.

When the strip rolling mill calibration device of the present invention is used and the strip rolling mill calibration method of the present invention is executed, it is possible to find a position of the point of application of the thrust counterforces of the backup roll of the rolling mill, and further it is possible to find the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides. Accordingly, even if a thrust force is generated between the rolls, when the thrust force is measured, it is possible to separate an influence of the thrust force on the load cell load of the rolling mill. Further, it is possible to estimate the deformation characteristic of the rolling mill for an asymmetrical load with respect to the upper and lower sides caused by the thrust force. As a result, the reduction leveling setting and control, in which values measured by the detection ends of the rolling load measuring load cells of the rolling mill are used, can be very quickly and accurately executed as compared with the method of the prior art. Accordingly, the rolling operation can be highly automated. As a result, the frequency of (lateral) traveling and problems of threading can be greatly decreased in the rolling operation. Furthermore, the occurrence of camber and wedge-shaped strip thickness can be greatly decreased. Therefore, the cost of rolling can be decreased and the quality of products can be enhanced.

Claims

1. A method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:
giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a housing of the strip rolling mill;
measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip
mill housing via load cells for measuring a rolling load;
giving a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, to the housing of the strip rolling
mill by giving an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill under the condition
that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and
measuring the load cell load.

2. A method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect
to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least
a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:
giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll under
the condition that at least the top and the bottom backup roll are incorporated into the strip rolling mill;
measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip
mill housing via load cells for measuring a rolling load;
giving a load, which is asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides, to the housing of the strip rolling
mill via the roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll by giving an external force in the vertical direction
from the outside of the strip rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and
measuring the load cell load.

3. A method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect
to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least
a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:
removing out at least one of the rolls other than the backup rolls;
incorporating a calibration device into a position of the roll which has been removed;
giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll;
measuring at least one of the loads in the vertical direction given to an upper and a lower portion of the strip
rolling mill via a load cell for measuring the rolling load;
giving a load asymmetrical with respect to the upper and lower sides to the housings of the strip rolling mill via
the top and the bottom backup roll chock when an external force in the vertical direction is given to the calibration
device from the outside of the rolling mill under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is being given; and
measuring the load given to the load cell.

4. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect
to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including
at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, the configuration of the calibration device
being formed so that the calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill, from which the work roll
has been removed, instead of the work roll which has been removed, the calibration device comprising:
a member capable of receiving an external force in the vertical direction given from the outside of the strip rolling
mill, wherein the member is arranged at an end portion of the calibration device protruding outside from one of
the work and the drive side of the strip rolling mill or from both the work and the drive side of the strip rolling mill.

5. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein the size of the calibration device in the vertical
direction is approximately the same as the total size of the top and the bottom work roll of the strip rolling mill, the
calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill from which the top and the bottom work roll have
been removed, and the calibration device can be given a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load
by roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

6. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, further comprising a measurement device for measuring
the external force in the vertical direction acting on an end portion of one of the work and the drive side of the
 calibration device or end portions of both the work and the drive side of the calibration device.

7. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 4, wherein the member in contact with one of the top
and the bottom roll of the strip rolling mill has a sliding mechanism capable of substantially releasing a thrust force
8. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, wherein the calibration device can be attached to a roll chock of the strip rolling mill or an end portion of the roll protruding outside the roll chock, and the calibration device can receive an external force in the vertical direction from the outside of the strip rolling mill.

9. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 8, further comprising a measurement device for measuring the external force in the vertical direction acting on the calibration device.

10. A method of calibration of a strip rolling mill for finding a dynamic characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- drawing out rolls except for the backup rolls;
- giving a load in the vertical direction corresponding to a rolling load to a barrel portion of the backup roll under the condition that the rolls except for the backup rolls have been removed;
- measuring loads in the vertical direction acting on both end portions of at least one of the top and the bottom backup roll via the load cells for measuring the rolling load;
- exerting a prescribed thrust force on a barrel portion of the backup roll under the condition that the load in the vertical direction is given; and
- measuring the load of the load cell.

11. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill for finding a dynamic characteristic of the strip rolling mill with respect to a thrust force acting between the rolls of the multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, the configuration of the calibration device being formed so that the calibration device can be incorporated into the strip rolling mill from which the rolls except for the backup rolls are removed, the calibration device further comprising a means for giving a prescribed thrust force in the axial direction of the roll to the backup rolls under the condition that a load in the vertical direction corresponding to the rolling load is being given between the backup rolls and the calibration device.

12. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 11, wherein the calibration device is capable of measuring a distribution in the axial direction of the roll of the load given in the vertical direction acting between the backup rolls and the calibration device.

13. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 11, wherein a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device is arranged at a middle point in the vertical direction between a top and a bottom face of the calibration device in contact with the top and the bottom backup roll.

14. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 13, wherein a roll is provided in a portion in which a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device comes into contact with the housing of the strip rolling mill.

15. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 13, wherein a member for supporting a resultant force of the thrust counterforces acting on the calibration device is arranged on the work side of the calibration device, and an actuator giving a thrust force in the axial direction of the roll to the backup roll is also arranged on the work side.

16. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 11, wherein a member for receiving a force in the vertical direction from the outside is arranged at an end portion of the calibration device protruding from one of the work and the drive side of the rolling mill or from both the work and the drive side under the condition that the calibration device is incorporated into a strip rolling mill.

17. A calibration device of a strip rolling mill according to claim 16, further comprising a measurement device for measuring the external force in the vertical direction acting at an end portion of one of the work and the drive side of the calibration device or at end portions of both the work and the drive side of the calibration device.

18. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a
bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- tightening the top and the bottom backup roll and the top and the bottom work roll by roll positioning devices under the condition that the backup rolls and the work rolls come into contact with each other;
- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll which acts on all the rolls except for the backup rolls;
- measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll;
- finding one of or both of the zero point of the roll positioning devices and the deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup rolls; and
- conducting roll positions setting and/or roll positions control according to the thus found values when rolling is actually carried out.

19. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly;
- measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll in the top and the bottom backup roll on the side of measuring the thrust counterforces;
- calculating a target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup roll; and
- controlling roll positions according to the target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.

20. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly;
- measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the backup roll in the top and the bottom backup roll on the side of measuring the thrust counterforces;
- calculating asymmetry of the distribution of a load, which acts between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the rolling mill center while consideration is given to at least thrust force acting between the backup roll and a roll in contact with the backup roll;
- calculating a target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill according to the result of the calculation; and
- controlling roll positions according to the target increments of roll positioning devices.

21. A strip rolling mill of multiple stages of not less than four rolls having a top and a bottom work roll and also having a top and a bottom backup roll arranged in contact with the top and the bottom work roll, the strip rolling mill comprising:

- a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting all the rolls except for the backup rolls; and
- a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll.

22. A multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls having a top and a bottom work roll and also having a top and a bottom backup roll, the strip rolling mill comprising:

- a measurement device for measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll acting all the rolls except for the backup rolls;
- a measurement device for measuring roll forces of the backup rolls acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll; and
- a calculating device connected to the measurement devices for measuring the thrust counterforces and also connected to the measurement devices for either measuring the roll forces, calculating asymmetry of distribution of a load, which acts between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll, in the axial direction of the roll with respect to the rolling mill center while consideration is given to at least thrust forces acting between the backup rolls and the rolls in contact with them, or calculating asymmetry of the distribution of a load acting between the
23. A strip rolling mill according to claim 21, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, roll chocks of at least one roll in the rolls having the roll bending device includes roll chocks for supporting radial forces and a roll chock for supporting thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll, and the strip rolling mill includes a device for measuring the thrust counterforces acting on the roll chock for supporting the thrust counterforces.

24. A strip rolling mill according to claim 21, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, and the roll bending device has a mechanism capable of giving an oscillation component of not less than 5 Hz to the roll bending force which has been set.

25. A strip rolling mill according to claim 21, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, and the strip rolling mill includes slide bearings having the degree of freedom in the axial direction of the roll arranged between load members of the roll bending device and roll chocks in contact with the load members.

26. A strip rolling mill according to claim 21, wherein roll bending device is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, the roll bending device includes load members in contact with the roll chock for giving roll bending forces to the roll chocks, and a load transmission member, in the closed space of which liquid is enclosed, at least a portion of the closed space being covered with thin skin, the elastic deformation resistance with respect to out-of-plane deformation of which is not more than 5% of the maximum value of the roll bending force, is arranged between the load members of the roll bending device and the roll chock.

27. A strip rolling mill according to claim 21, wherein the strip rolling mill includes a roll shifting device, which is arranged in at least one set of rolls except for the backup rolls, for shifting the set of rolls in the axial direction, and the roll shifting device has a function of giving a minute oscillation, the amplitude of which is not less than 1 mm, the period of which is not more than 30 seconds, to the set of rolls.

28. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- prior to rolling operation tightening the top and the bottom backup roll and the top and the bottom work roll by roll positioning devices under the condition that the backup rolls and the work rolls come into contact with each other;
- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the roll which acts on all the rolls except for the backup rolls;
- measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of on all of the backup roll chock of the top and the bottom backup rolls;
- setting an absolute value of the force of roll balance devices or roll bending devices, which give forces to the chocks for which thrust counterforces are to be measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balanced condition, preferably at zero;
- finding one of or both of the zero point of the roll positioning devices and the deformation characteristic of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup rolls; and
- conducting roll positions setting and/or roll positions control according to the thus found values when rolling is actually carried out.

29. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly;
- measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chock of the top and the bottom backup roll;
- calculating a target increments of roll positioning devices of the strip rolling mill according to the measured values of the thrust counterforces and the roll forces of the backup rolls; setting an absolute value of the force of roll balance devices or roll bending devices, which give forces to roll chocks, for which counterforce are to be measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balanced condition, preferably at zero; and
- controlling roll positions on the work side and that on the drive side target increments of roll' positioning devices of the strip rolling mill.
30. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll, comprising the steps of:

- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly;
- measuring roll forces acting in the vertical direction of the backup roll on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll;
- setting an absolute value of the force of roll balance devices or roll bending devices, which gives forces to the roll chock, for which the thrust counterforces are to be measured, at a value not more than 1/2 of the force of the roll balance condition, preferably at zero, at least at the time of measuring the thrust counterforces in the process of rolling;
- calculating asymmetry of distribution of a load in the axial direction of the roll acting at least between a workpiece to be rolled and the work roll with respect to the rolling mill center;
- calculating target value of increments of positioning devices strip rolling mill according to the result of calculation;
- and
- conducting control of roll position on the workside and that on the drive side according to the increments of the roll positioning devices.

31. A strip rolling method applied to a multi-roll strip rolling mill composed of not less than four rolls including at least a top and a bottom backup roll and a top and a bottom work roll also including a strip crown and flatness control means in addition to roll bending device, comprising the steps of:

- measuring thrust counterforces in the axial direction of the rolls acting on all the rolls except for the backup rolls in one of the top and the bottom roll assembly or preferably in both the top and the bottom roll assembly;
- measuring roll forces of the backup roll acting in the vertical direction on the backup roll chocks of the top and the bottom backup roll:
- calculating a strip rolling mill setting condition so that an absolute value of the roll bending force can be made to be a value not more than 1/2 of a value of the roll balance condition, preferably an absolute value of the roll bending force can be made to be zero by the strip crown and flatness control means other than the roll bending device in the process of setting calculation for obtaining a predetermined strip crown and flatness;
- and
- carrying out rolling by changing the roll bending force from the value of the roll balance condition to the setting calculation value immediately after the start of rolling according to the result of calculations.
EXECUTE KISS-ROLL TIGHTENING UNTIL IT REACHES A PREDETERMINED ROLL ZERO POINT ADJUSTMENT LOAD.

RESET THE ROLL POSITION TEMPORARILY.

MEASURE THE LOAD (REACTION FORCES OF TOP AND BOTTOM BACKUP ROLLERS ON THE WORK AND DRIVE SIDES) AT EACH ROLL POSITION OF THE BACKUP ROLL.

MEASURE THRUST COUNTERFORCE ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM WORK ROLL.


ADJUST THE ZERO POINT POSITION OF ROLL TO A REDUCTION POSITION AT WHICH NO DIFFERENCE IS CAUSED BETWEEN THE QUANTITY OF DEFORMATION OF THE ROLL ON THE WORK SIDE AND THAT ON THE DRIVE SIDE.
Fig. 5


Fig. 6

TIGHTEN TO A PREDETERMINED ROLL POSITION UNDER THE STATE OF KISS-ROLL.

MEASURE AN ACTUAL VALUE OF THE ROLL POSITION.

MEASURE A LOAD AT EACH ROLL POSITION OF THE BACKUP ROLL (MEASURE WORK AND DRIVE SIDE ROLL FORCE ON THE UPPER AND LOWER BACKUP ROLLS.)

MEASURE REACTION ROLL FORCES ON THE TOP AND BOTTOM WORK ROLL.

FINISH COLLECTING DATA WITH RESPECT TO A PREDETERMINED ROLL POSITION LEVEL?

CHANGE THE ROLL POSITION.

Completion of collecting data.
Fig. 7

MEASURE ROLL FORCES ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLLS, AND ALSO MEASURE ROLL FORCES ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM WORK ROLL.


EXECUTE CONTROLLING THE ROLL POSITION ACCORDING TO A QUANTITY OF OPERATION OF THE ABOVE ROLL POSITION.
EXECUTE THE KISS-ROLL TIGHTENING UNTIL THE ROLL ZERO POINT ADJUSTMENT LOAD REACHES A PREDETERMINED VALUE.

RESET THE ROLL POSITION AT ZERO TEMPORARILY.

RELEASE THE ROLL BALANCE FORCE OR ROLL BENDING FORCE SO THAT IT CAN BE ZERO.

MEASURE THE LOAD AT EACH ROLL POSITION OF THE BACKUP ROLL. (MEASURE THE WORK AND DRIVE SIDE ROLL FORCES ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLL.)

MEASURE THE THRUST COUNTERFORCE ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM WORK ROLLER.


ADJUST THE ROLL ZERO POINT TO A POSITION AT WHICH NO DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN THE QUANTITY OF THE ROLL DEFORMATION ON THE WORK SIDE AND THAT ON THE DRIVE SIDE.
TIGHTEN TO A PREDETERMINED ROLL POSITION UNDER THE KISS-ROLL STATE.

RELEASE THE ROLL BALANCE FORCE OR THE ROLL BENDING FORCE SO THAT IT CAN BECOME ZERO.

MEASURE THE ACTUAL VALUE OF THE ROLL POSITION.

MEASURE THE LOAD AT EACH ROLL POSITION OF THE BACKUP ROLL. (MEASURE THE WORK AND DRIVE SIDE REACTION FORCES ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLLER.)

MEASURE THE THRUST COUNTERFORCES ON THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM WORK ROLL.

HAS THE COLLECTION OF DATA OF A PREDETERMINED ROLL POSITION LEVEL BEEN COMPLETED?

COMPLETION OF THE COLLECTION OF DATA.

CHANGE THE ROLL POSITION.
Fig. 17


EXECUTE THE ROLL POSITION CONTROL ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE QUANTITY OF OPERATION OF THE ROLL POSITION.
Fig. 18

S102
CALCULATE A ROLL-CROSS ANGLE AT WHICH A PREDETERMINED STRIP CROWN AND FLATNESS IS OBTAINED UNDER THE CONDITION THAT THE WORK ROLL BENDING FORCE IS ZERO. SET THE ROLL-CROSS ANGLE ACCORDING TO THE CALCULATION RESULT BEFORE THE START OF ROLLING. WAIT FOR THE NEXT OPERATION WHILE THE ROLL BENDING DEVICE IS SET IN A ROLL BALANCE CONDITION.

S104

S106

S108

S110
CALCULATE A TARGET INCREMENTS OF ROLL POSITIONING DEVICE TO ACCOMPLISH THE ABOVE TARGET VALUE FROM THE STRIP THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION WHICH IS PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED AS A TARGET OF THE ROLLING OPERATION AND FROM THE ESTIMATED VALUES OF THE ACTUAL RESULT OF THE STRIP THICKNESS DISTRIBUTION AT PRESENT.

S112
EXECUTE THE ROLL POSITION CONTROL ACCORDING TO THIS TARGET VALUE OF THE ROLL POSITION.
Fig. 25

INCORPORATE THE STRIP ROLLING MILL CALIBRATION DEVICE SHOWN IN FIGS. 21 AND 22 INTO THE ROLLING MILL, AND TIGHTEN THE CALIBRATION DEVICE TO A PREDETERMINED LOAD BY THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLL WHEN THE REDUCTION DEVICE OF THE ROLLING MILL IS DRIVEN.

UNDER THE CONDITION THAT A THRUST FORCE ACTING ON THE SLIDE MEMBER 205 OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE IS RELEASED, MEASURE VALUES OF OUTPUT OF THE LOAD CELLS 214a, 214b FOR MEASURING THE ROLLING LOAD OF THE ROLLING MILL.

SET A HOOK OF AN OVERHEAD CRANE AT THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION EXTERNAL FORCE TRANSMITTING MEMBER 202a OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE, GIVE A PREDETERMINED EXTERNAL FORCE IS GIVEN IN THE UPWARD DIRECTION.

MEASURE VALUES OF OUTPUT OF THE ROLLING LOAD MEASURING LOAD CELLS 214a, 214b OF THE ROLLING MILL AND VALUES OF OUTPUT OF THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION EXTERNAL FORCE MEASURING LOAD CELL 203a OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE.

FIND THE DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ROLLING MILL FOR THE LOAD, WHICH IS ASYMMETRICAL WITH RESPECT TO THE UPPER AND LOWER SIDES, FROM CHANGES IN THE MEASURED VALUES OF THE LOAD CELL LOADS OF THE ROLLING MILL BEFORE AND AFTER AN EXTERNAL FORCE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION IS GIVEN BY THE OVERHEAD CRANE.

CHANGE AN INTENSITY OF THE EXTERNAL FORCE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION GIVEN BY THE OVERHEAD CRANE, AND REPEAT THE ABOVE PROCEDURE, AND FIND THE DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ROLLING MILL FOR AN ASYMMETRICAL LOAD.
Fig. 26

SET THE STRIP ROLLING MILL CALIBRATION DEVICE 209a SHOWN IN FIG. 24 AT THE NECK PORTION 212c OF THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLL 211b. TIGHTEN TO A PREDETERMINED LOAD BY THE REDUCTION DEVICE OF THE ROLLING MILL WHILE THE KISS-ROLL STATE IS MAINTAINED.

RELEASE THE LOAD ACTED BY THE CALIBRATION DEVICE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION. CONFIRM THIS RELEASE OF THE LOAD BY THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION EXTERNAL FORCE MEASURING LOAD CELL 203a. AFTER THAT, MEASURE THE OUTPUTS OF THE ROLLING LOAD MEASURING LOAD CELLS 214a, 214b OF THE ROLLING MILL.

GIVE A PREDETERMINED EXTERNAL FORCE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION BY OPERATING THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION EXTERNAL FORCE LOADING ACTUATOR 210a OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE.

MEASURE OUTPUTS OF THE ROLLING LOAD MEASURING LOAD CELLS 214a, 214b OF THE ROLLING MILL AND ALSO MEASURE AN OUTPUT OF THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION EXTERNAL FORCE MEASURING LOAD CELL 203a OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE.

FIND THE DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ROLLING MILL FOR AN ASYMMETRICAL LOAD WITH RESPECT TO THE UPPER AND LOWER SIDE FROM A CHANGE IN THE OUTPUTS OF THE ROLLING MILL LOAD CELLS BEFORE AND AFTER AN EXTERNAL FORCE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION IS GIVEN BY THE CALIBRATION.

REPEAT THE ABOVE PROCEDURE BY CHANGING THE INTENSITY OR DIRECTION OF THE EXTERNAL FORCE IN THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION GIVEN BY THE CALIBRATION DEVICE, AND FIND THE DEFORMATION CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ROLLING MILL FOR VARIOUS LOADS ASYMMETRICAL WITH RESPECT TO THE UPPER AND LOWER SIDES.
Fig. 34

S300

INCORPORATE THE CALIBRATION DEVICE SHOWN IN FIGS. 28 AND 29 INTO THE ROLLING MILL, AND TIGHTEN THE CALIBRATION DEVICE BY THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLL WHEN THE REDUCTION DEVICE OF THE ROLLING MILL IS DRIVEN.

S302

MEASURE THE OUTPUTS OF THE ROLLING LOAD MEASURING LOAD CELLS AND AN OUTPUT OF THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION LOAD DISTRIBUTION MEASURING DEVICE UNDER THE CONDITION THAT THE THRUST FORCE ACTING ON THE SLIDE MEMBER OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE IS RELEASED.

S304


S306


S308

FIND A POSITION OF THE POINT OF APPLICATION OF THE REACTION THRUST FORCE ACTING ON THE BACKUP ROLL BY THE EQUATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION OF THE MOMENT OF THE BACKUP ROLL.
Fig. 35

INTEGRATE THE CALIBRATION DEVICE SHOWN IN FIGS. 28 AND 29 INTO THE ROLLING MILL, AND TIGHTEN THE CALIBRATION DEVICE BY THE TOP AND THE BOTTOM BACKUP ROLL WHEN THE REDUCTION DEVICE OF THE ROLLING MILL IS DRIVEN.

MEASURE OUTPUTS OF THE ROLLING LOAD MEASURING LOAD CELLS AND AN OUTPUT OF THE PERPENDICULAR DIRECTION LOAD DISTRIBUTION MEASURING DEVICE UNDER THE CONDITION THAT THE THRUST FORCE ACTING ON THE SLIDE MEMBER OF THE CALIBRATION DEVICE IS RELEASED.
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